A Brief History of the University of Louisville

The University of Louisville traces its roots to 1798 when the Jefferson Seminary was established.

During the early 19th century, the growing importance of river navigation, coupled with a strategic location at the falls of the Ohio River, made Louisville a commercial hub for the South and West. As the city’s population and economy grew, so did the demand for higher education.

In 1837, the Louisville Medical Institute opened for its first class, and the next year the city created the Louisville Collegiate Institute. In 1846, the General Assembly merged the Medical and Collegiate Institutes as the University of Louisville. The Assembly created a common board of trustees, but each division retained financial autonomy. The Medical School prospered and a newly added School of Law brought in a number of students. By the 1880s and 1890s however, the University felt some pressure from education reformers who not only believed schools should employ full-time instructors, but also advocated well-enforced, national standards for academic training. In 1907, this trend contributed to the revival of the College of Arts and Sciences. Over the next three decades, the University added new programs - the Graduate School (1915), the School of Dentistry (1916), the Speed Scientific School (1928), the Louisville Municipal College (1931), the School of Music (1932), and the Kent School of Social Work (1936).

World War II and the postwar era brought major changes to the University of Louisville. Shortly after the war, the movement began to close the all black Louisville Municipal College and desegregate the University on all levels. This was accomplished in 1950 and 1951. The School of Business was established in 1953. In 1965, a governor’s task force suggested the possibility of the University’s joining the state system of higher education, which it did five years later. Since 1968 the University has added several new academic units including the School of Education (1968), the School of Nursing (1979), the School of Allied Health Sciences (1996-2002) and the School of Public Health and Information Sciences (2002).

This year, UofL celebrates its quasquicentennial - its 225th birthday - and it continues to excel for its students and the Commonwealth. As Kentucky’s premier metropolitan research university, UofL leads in addressing the needs of not only urban areas, but those of citizens throughout Kentucky and the nation. Its focus on research, as well as its commitment to students, alumni and the community, are keys to this success. The University of Louisville looks forward to the successes of the Class of 2023 and to great and lasting accomplishments for the next 225 years.
University-wide Ceremony #1

Saturday, May 13, 2023 • 10:00 AM

Commencement Concert   9:30–10:00 a.m.

Alma Mater and Alumni Song ................................................................. James Powell, JBSSE’47
John Newton Young, A&S
(Audience and Ensemble)

Louisville Brass ....................................................................................
Dr. Ansyn Banks, Dr. Emily Britton, Dr. Reese Land,
Dr. Clinton McCanless, Dr. Brett Shuster

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale .................... Kent Hatteberg
Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement   10:00 a.m.

Presiding – Kim Schatzel, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal ...................................................................................
Michael Mardis
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

ASL interpreting services provided by the University of Louisville’s American Sign Language
Interpreting Studies program faculty Shannon Grider and Sonja Smith.

Commencement Processional
The audience is requested to remain standing, if you are able, for the Processional that will begin
at the conclusion of the Alma Mater and Alumni Song.

Recognition of Faculty ................................................................. Michael Mardis
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

Official Welcome ........................................................................ Mary Nixon, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address ........................................................................ Kim Schatzel, PhD, President

Introduction of Banner Bearers ............................................................ Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD
Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker .................. David Owen
Interim Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

Student Commencement Address ...................................... Thomas Hulse, College of Arts & Sciences

Introduction of Degree Candidates ............................................ Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD
Executive Vice President and University Provost

Induction into the Alumni Association ................................ Amy Farnsworth, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates ........................................ Kim Schatzel, PhD, President
University-wide Ceremony #2

Saturday, May 13, 2023 • 3:00 P.M.
Commencement Concert   2:30–3:00 p.m.

Alma Mater and Alumni Song........................................................................................................James Powell, JBSSE’47
John Newton Young, A&S
(Audience and Ensemble)

Louisville Brass..................................................................................................................Dr. Ansyn Banks, Dr. Emily Britton, Dr. Reese Land,
Dr. Clinton McCanless, Dr. Brett Shuster

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale ....................................................Kent Hattleberg
Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement   3:00 p.m.

Presiding – Kim Schatzel, PhD, President of the University

University Marshal..................................................................................................................Michael Mardis
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

ASL interpreting services provided by the University of Louisville’s American Sign Language
Interpreting Studies program faculty Shannon Grider and Sonja Smith.

Commencement Processional

The audience is requested to remain standing, if you are able, for the Processional that will begin
at the conclusion of the Alma Mater and Alumni Song.

Recognition of Faculty........................................................................................................Michael Mardis
Dean of Students and Vice President for Student Affairs

Official Welcome..................................................................................................................Mary Nixon, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address............................................................................................................Kim Schatzel, PhD, President

Introduction of Banner Bearers.......................................................................................Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD
Executive Vice President and University Provost

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker.........................................................Rob Barker
Associate Dean, College of Business

Student Commencement Address.......................................................................................Anna Marie Hylen, College of Business

Introduction of Degree Candidates....................................................................................Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD
Executive Vice President and University Provost

Induction into the Alumni Association.................................................................Amy Farnsworth, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates............................................................................Kim Schatzel, PhD, President
University of Louisville Deans

Craig Blakely  
Dean, School of Public Health and Information Sciences

Beth Boehm  
Dean, Graduate School

Gerry Bradley  
Dean, School of Dentistry

Emmanuel Collins  
Dean, J.B. Speed School of Engineering

Crystal Collins-Camargo  
Interim Dean, Kent School of Social Work and Family Science

Mary DeLetter  
Interim Dean, School of Nursing

Robert Fox, Jr.  
Dean, University Libraries

Toni Ganzel  
Interim Dean, College of Business

Melanie Jacobs  
Dean, Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

Amy Lingo  
Interim Dean, College of Education and Human Development

Michael Mardis  
Dean, Student Affairs

David Owen  
Interim Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

Teresa Reed  
Dean, School of Music

Chief Administrative Officers

Kim Schatzel, President  
Lori Stewart Gonzalez, Executive Vice President and University Provost

Daniel Durbin, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration

Kevin Gardner, Executive Vice President for Research and Innovation

Doug Craddock, Vice President for Community Engagement

Angela Curry, General Counsel, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Interim Chief of Staff

John Drees, Senior Associate Vice President for Communications & Marketing

Julie Dials, Interim Vice President University Advancement

Toni Ganzel, Vice President for Academic Medical Affairs

Lee Gill, Vice President for Diversity & Equity

Josh Heird, Vice President for Athletics

Brad Anderson, Interim Chief Information Officer

Michael Mardis, Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students

Mary Elizabeth Miles, Vice President for Human Resources

Tom Miller, Chief Executive Officer, UofL Health

Shannon Rickett, Associate Vice President for Government Relations

Sandy Russell, Vice President for Risk Management, Audit, & Compliance

Gerry Johnson, Chief of Staff & Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration
Board of Trustees
Mary R. Nixon, Chair
Raymond Burse, Vice Chair
Diane Medley, Treasurer
Eugene Mueller, Secretary
Jerry Abramson
Laurence N. Benz
Dorian Brown
Alfonso Cornish
Brian F. Lavin
Diane L. Porter
James M. Rogers
John D. Smith
Sherrill Zimmerman

President’s Council
Charlie Dahlem, Chair
Karen Abrams
Marie Abrams
Ronald Abrams
Claire Alagia
Pat Alagia
Dana Allen
James Allen
Robert (Rob) Allison
Joe Ardery
Daniel Ash
LouAnn Atlas
Bob Ayotte
Mac Barr
Martin Bell
Robert Benson
Larry Benz
Donald Berg
Bonita Black
Neville Blakemore
Dale Boden
Hal Bomar
Phil Bond
Olga Booher
Lewis Borders
Carl Brazley
Ernest Brooks
Mac Brown
Mike Brown
J. Michael Brown
Sherman Brown
Aileen Bryant-Wales
Kelly Burke
Wilson Chan
Malcolm Chancey
Naveed Chowhan
Toni Clem
Ann Cobb
Martha Cooke
Everett Cowan
William Darragh
Scott Davis
Tonya Dees
Chuck Denny
Frank Doheny
Laurel Doheny
Joe Dougherty
Tom Drexlner
Bruce Dudley
Welby Edwards
Larry Ethridge
Scott Fergusson
Greg Fischer
Clint Follette
Marcus Folmar
Jean Frazier
Kevin Fuqua
Steve Gault
David George
Salem George
Eugene Gilchrist
Edward Glasscock
Kimberly Gorski
Julie Gray
Nat Green
Ollie Green
Mary Moss Greenebaum
Ali Haider
Daniel Hall
Luke Hancock
Maggie Payette Harlow
Blake Hasleton
Dennis Heishman
Audwin Helton
Bruce Henderson
Mike Hendricks
Allen Hertzman
Henry Heuser
Katheryn Higgins
Kelly Hodges
Jennifer Hoffman
John Huber
Greg Inman
Scott Jones
Steve Jones, Sr.
Steve Jones, Jr.
Jan Karzen
Blanche Kitchen
Bob Koetter
Jon Mapp
John McCullum
Martin McClelland
Tom Meeker
Tim Mulloy
Deb Murphy
George Nichols
Tommy Nolan
Kent Oyler
David Padgett
Thomas Payette
Winston Pittman
Marty Polio
Marie Porter
Joe Rapport
Sam Rechter
Dana Reinhardt
Bill Renda
Ben Richmond
Eddy Roberts
Elaine Robinson
Ben Ruiz
Mike Rust
Ruth Ryan
Bill Samuels
Lalit Sarin
Todd Schmiedeler
Denise Sears
Michael Seebert
Butch Shaw
Michele Shelton
Kevin Shurn
George Siemens
Terry Singer
Ben Small
Sandy Metts Snowden
Joe Steier
Bill Stone
Raymond Strothman
James (Jimmie) Strull
Jim Sublett
William E. Summers, V
Dick Swope
Dan Tafel
Sandy Talbott
Sue Tamme
Kiel Thomson
Steve Trager
Daniel Ulmer
Colin Underhill
Todd Underhill
Jerry Ward
Curtis Warfield
Louis Waterman
Ashli Watts
Barbara Weakley-Jones
Derwin Webb
Susan Weiss
Beverly Wheatley
Mark Wheeler
Mary Gwen Wheeler
Dick Wilson
Andrea Rice Woolfolk
Ron Wright
Sherrill Brakmeier
Zimmerman

University of Louisville Foundation, Inc.
Keith M. Sherman, Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer

Board of Directors
Jill Force, Chair
Mark Nickel, Vice Chair
James Boone, Secretary
David Anderson
Scott Brinkman
Ernest Brooks
Dorian Brown
Jessica Cole
Alfonso Cornish
David M. Krebs
Larry McDonald
Eugene Mueller
Mary Nixon
James Rogers
Kim Schatzel
John D. Smith
John Thompson

UofL Real Estate Board
Steve Gault, Chair
Mariah Gratz, Vice Chair
Powell Spears, Secretary and Treasurer
Scott Brinkman
Jessica Cole
Charlie Dahlem
Jill Force
Craig Hawley
Mark Nickel
Kim Schatzel
Keith Sherman
Kentucky Federal Delegation
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, United States Senator
The Honorable Rand Paul, United States Senator
The Honorable James Comer, United States Congressman
The Honorable Brett Guthrie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Morgan McCarvey, United States Congressman
The Honorable Thomas Massie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Harold Rogers, United States Congressman
The Honorable Andy Barr, United States Congressman

Commonwealth of Kentucky Elected Officials
The Honorable Andrew G. Beshear, Governor
The Honorable Jacqueline Coleman, Lieutenant Governor
The Honorable Robert Stivers II, President of the Senate
The Honorable David Osborne, Speaker of the House
The Honorable Laurence B. VanMeter, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Kentucky

Louisville Metropolitan Caucus Members

Senators
Julie Raque Adams
Cassie Chambers Armstrong
Denise Harper Angel
Karen Berg
Matthew Deneen
Jimmy Higdon
Gerald A. Neal
Michael Nemes
Adrienne Southworth
Lindsey Tichenor
David Yates

Representatives
Jared Bauman
Tina Bojanowski
Kevin Bratcher
Emily Callaway
Beverly Chester-Burton
Ken Fleming
Al Gentry
Daniel Grossberg
Keturah Herron
John Hodgson
Nina Kulkarni
Jason Nemes
David Osborne
Josie Raymond
Rachel Roarx
Sarah Stalker
Pamela Stevenson
James Tipton
Russell Webber
Lisa Willner
Susan Witten

Council on Postsecondary Education
Aaron Thompson, President
Clyde B. Akins
Muhammad Babar
Jacob L. Brown
Jennifer Collins
Kellie Ellis
Eric G. Farris
Meredith Figg
Jason Glass
Karyn Hoover
Faith Kemper
Garrison Reed
LaDonna Rogers
Madison Silvert
Connie Smith
Elaine Walker
Kevin Weaver

Louisville-Jefferson County Metro Elected Officials
The Honorable Craig Greenburg, Mayor

Metro Council
Markus Winkler, President
Brent Ackerson
Jecorey Arthur
Phillip Baker
Khalil Batshon
Stuart Benson
Rick Blackwell
Jennifer Chappell
Robin Engel
Madonna Flood
Cindi Fowler
Tammy Hawkins
Jeff Hudson
Kevin Kramer
Paula McCraney
Pat Mulvihill
Andrew Owen
Marilyn Parker
Anthony Piagentini
Donna Purvis
Kumar Rashad
Scott Reed
Ben Reno-Weber
Betsy Ruhe
Dan Seum, Jr.
Barbara Shanklin
### Spring 2023 Student Speaker Nominees and Banner Bearers

The following students were named by their respective deans as the banner bearers and nominees for student speaker for the university-wide commencement ceremony. Students were selected for best exemplifying the college or school in scholarship, leadership and service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>College</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Price</td>
<td>Graduate School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Hulse*</td>
<td>College of Arts and Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Purdy</td>
<td>Kent School of Social Work and Family Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayd Odeh</td>
<td>School of Dentistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah DePoy</td>
<td>Louis D. Brandeis School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Glenwood Nash</td>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmaline Wuensch</td>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter West</td>
<td>J.B. Speed School of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Carter</td>
<td>School of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Marie Hylen*</td>
<td>College of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neel Lalbhai Patel</td>
<td>College of Education and Human Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madyson Partenheimer</td>
<td>School of Public Health and Information Sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Speakers
Dr. Kim Schatzel
President

Dr. Kim Schatzel became the 19th permanent president at the University of Louisville on Feb. 1, 2023.

Schatzel has served as president of Towson University since January 2016, where she is touted as advancing Maryland’s second largest and fastest growing university, as well as the largest university — public or private — in Greater Baltimore.

During her tenure, with more than 300 partnerships at work, TU has strengthened its commitment as an anchor institution for Greater Baltimore; established the Office of Inclusion and Institutional Equity; and embarked on a comprehensive communications strategy to retell the contemporary story of Towson University and its significant positive impact on Baltimore, Maryland, and the entire Mid-Atlantic Region.

She began her academic career as an assistant professor of marketing for the College of Business at the University of Michigan-Dearborn. She served as the college’s associate dean starting in 2005 and as its dean from 2008-2012. Schatzel served from 2012 to 2016 as the provost and executive vice president of academic and student affairs at Eastern Michigan University. She retained that role while guiding the university as its interim president for six months.

Schatzel is one of less than two percent of university presidents that have extensive business and private sector experience, spending more than 20 years as a corporate leader and serial entrepreneur in the technology and advanced manufacturing sectors. As part of her new venture experience, Schatzel founded and served as the president, chief operating officer, and later chief executive officer of a multinational advanced manufacturing firm with more than 1,500 employees on four continents.

Schatzel serves on the Board of Directors for the University of Maryland St. Joseph’s Medical Center, the Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities, CollegeBound Foundation, Greater Baltimore Committee, Greater Economic Alliance of Baltimore and the Maryland Business Roundtable for Education.

She is a member of the Presidents’ Alliance on Higher Education and Immigration and the Presidents’ Trust of the American Association of Colleges and Universities (AACU).

President Schatzel was honored by the Associated Black Charities as the 2017 “Champion for More in the Middle” for her leadership in advancing diversity and inclusion at TU.

In 2020, President Schatzel was honored with the Whitney M. Young Jr., Award. Given by the Board of Directors of the Urban League affiliates across the country, the award is in memory of the civil rights leader and former head of the National Urban League. The award honors members of the Baltimore community committed to advancing diversity, equity and inclusion in our region and state.
Her contributions to and leadership in Maryland have been recognized by Maryland business publication The Daily Record, which named her one of the 2017 Most Admired CEOs, and recognized her with its 2018 Icon Honors. She’s been named to the Most Influential Marylanders list in both 2017 and 2021.

In 2021, President Schatzel was included in The Daily Record’s inaugural Power 100 list and its Power 30 Higher Education list.

Also in 2021, she was named for the third time to The Daily Record’s Top 100 Women in Maryland list.

President Schatzel holds a Ph.D. in Business Administration, with a concentration in Marketing and Technology, from Michigan State University. Her research interests focus on product innovation, new product success and marketing communications. She earned her bachelor’s degree from Washington University in St. Louis.

Her husband, Trevor Iles, is a lecturer in marketing principles and consumer behavior at Towson.
Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD

Executive Vice President and University Provost

Lori Stewart Gonzalez, PhD, has served as executive vice president and university provost at UofL since April 2021. She also served as interim president from December 2021 through January 2023.

Her move to UofL was a homecoming of sorts.

A native of Mount Vernon in Rockcastle County, Ky., Dr. Gonzalez received her Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Kentucky in speech-pathology and audiology. She received a Master of Arts degree in communication disorders from Eastern Kentucky University and a Ph.D. in communication disorders from the University of Florida.

She began her academic career at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in 1988. In 1991, she returned to UK as an assistant professor in Communication Sciences and Disorders program. She then spent 20 years in roles as a professor and associate dean of academic affairs. In 2005, she was appointed dean of the College of Health Sciences, a position she held for seven years.

In 2011, Dr. Gonzalez moved to Appalachian State University, where she served as provost and executive vice chancellor for three years, followed by a year as special advisor to the senior vice president for academic affairs at the University of North Carolina General Administration, the North Carolina public higher education authority.

From 2015 until the spring of 2021, she served as vice chancellor for academic, faculty and student affairs at the University of Tennessee Health Science Center in Memphis.

Dr. Gonzalez will begin as president of Ohio University on July 1, 2023.
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Guy Stevenson Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
Sarah LeAnn Price
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Associate Professor Matthew Lawrenz

The John Richard Binford Memorial Award
Kylea Rose Garces
Ph.D. Biology
Mentor: Professor Sarah Emery

The John M. Houchens Prize for Outstanding Dissertation
Mohamed Tarek Mohamed Ali
Ph.D. Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering
Mentor: Professor Ayman El-Baz

Emily Michelle Kempfer
Ph.D. Chemistry
Mentor: Assistant Professor Lee Thompson

The Alice Eaves Barns Award for Outstanding Achievement in Master’s Program
Randall Eric Cole
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Co-Mentors: Professor Anita Barbee and Lecturer Lori Paris

The Graduate Dean’s Citations
Mohamed Tarek Mohamed Ali
Ph.D. Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering
Mentor: Professor Ayman El-Baz

Marissa Lee Barton
M.S.S.W. Social Work
M.S. Couple and Family Therapy
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Randall Eric Cole
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentors: Professor Anita Barbee and Lecturer Lori Paris

Jennifer Ann Coulter
M.S.S.W. Social Work
M.S. Couple and Family Therapy
Mentor: Assistant Professor Justin Romney

Iliana Vanessa De Hoyos Zarate
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Dru Kemp

Emily Hunter Denton
Ph.D. Humanities
Mentor: Professor Deborah Lutz

Natalie Renee Evanow
M.A. Interdisciplinary Studies; Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Mentor: Professor Lauren Freeman

Ellen Elizabeth Findley
M.A. Interdisciplinary Studies; Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Mentor: Professor Laura Freeman

Chandana Chathurangi Wijayaskiri Kananke Gamage
Ph.D. Chemistry
Mentor: Associate Professor Farshid Ramezanipour

Kylea Rose Garces
Ph.D. Biology
Mentor: Professor Sarah Emery

Elijah Percy Jerome Gardner
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Associate Professor Fabian Crespo
Eduard B. Ghita
Ph.D. Humanities
Mentor: Professor John Gibson

Chelsea Marie Giovacchino
M.A. Humanities
Mentor: Associate Professor Natalie Polzer

Andrew August Givens
M.A. Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Mentor: Professor Lauren Freeman

Sujoy Halder
Ph.D. Chemical Engineering
Mentor: Professor Xia-An Fu

La’Daiza Jordyn Hall
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Jennifer Foreman

Samantha Leigh Hughes
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Lecturer Lori Paris

Tia Humphrey
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Anita Barbee

Jamieca A. Jones
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Associate Professor Jennifer Middleton

Emily Michelle Kempfer
Ph.D. Chemistry
Mentor: Assistant Professor Lee Thompson

Akissi A. Rachel Jones
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Assistant Professor Shawnise Miller

V. Douglas Landers
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Associate Professor Kevin Sokoloski

Tobias Christopher Lee
Ph.D. English/Rhetoric and Composition
Mentor: Professor Bruce Horner

Joseph Anthony Leites
M.M. Music
Mentor: Professor Fred Speck

Blake E. Martin
Ph.D. Chemical Engineering
Mentor: Associate Professor Gautam Gupta

Hailey Marie Mattingly
M.A. Political Science
Mentor: Associate Professor Melissa Merry

Lucas James Mouton
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Anita Barbee

Megan Nicole Norris
Ph.D. Experimental Psychology
Mentor: Associate Professor Nicholaus Noles

Khushboo Samirbhai Patel
M.S. Experimental Psychology
Mentor: Professor Judith Danovitch

Steven D. Phelps
M.S. Couple and Family Therapy
Mentor: Assistant Professor Justin Romney

Sarah LeAnn Price
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Associate Professor Matthew Lawrenz

Lisa Marie Purdy
Ph.D. Social Work
Mentor: Professor Anita Barbee

Micaela Ann Reeves
Ph.D. Pharmacology and Toxicology
Mentor: Professor Nobuyuki Matoba

Louise Theriot Scharff
M.S. Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Mentor: Professor Lauren Freeman

Jamica L. Solomon
M.A. Political Science
Mentor: Assistant Professor Siddhant Issar

Aimee Wendling
M.S.S.W. Social Work
Mentor: Assistant Professor Shawnise Miller

Matthew R. Woeste
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Professor Jun Yuan
Graduate School

Degrees and Certificates

Doctor of Philosophy

College of Arts and Sciences
- Safia Abdullah R. Alharbi
  Physics
- Jimmy Earl Butts
  Pan-African Studies
- Lindsey Connors
  Urban and Public Affairs
- Cooper Phillip Day
  English/Rhetoric and Composition
- Emily Hunter Denton
  Humanities
- Caroline Marie Driscoll-Braden
  Biology
- Clint Nathaniel Evrard
  Chemistry
- Chandana Chathurangi Wijayasiri Kananke Gamage
  Chemistry
- Kylea Rose Garces
  Biology
- Cody Dillon Gault
  Humanities
- Eduard B. Ghita
  Humanities
- Robert Allan Jones
  Humanities
- Emily Michelle Kempfer
  Chemistry
- Susannah Carol Kilbourne
  English/Rhetoric and Composition
- David Yong Kim
  Criminal Justice
- Kimberly Anne Koenig
  Biology
- Milinda Bharatha Brito Adikaram Kalutara Koralalage
  Physics
- Tobias Christopher Lee
  English/Rhetoric and Composition
- Jacob Robert Mace
  Urban and Public Affairs
- Camella-Rosa Camille Nasr
  Physics
- Megan Nicole Norris
  Experimental Psychology
- Nathan R. Steffens
  Biology
- Nancy McDaniel Steinmetz
  Applied Sociology

College of Education and Human Development
- Bridget Virginia Kearney
  Curriculum and Instruction
- Melissa Kempf Taylor
  Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
- Erica Beth McClure
  Curriculum and Instruction
- Sarah Cecilia Nunez
  Counseling and Personnel Services
- Dana Elaine Page
  Curriculum and Instruction
- Pilar S. Prather
  Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
- Thomas John Reese
  Counseling and Personnel Services
- Serena Justine Wheeler
  Curriculum and Instruction

Interdisciplinary Studies
- Nicholas Craig Allen
  Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering
- Mohamed Tarek Mohamed Ali
  Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering
- Aryan Neupane
  Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Bioinformatics
School of Public Health and Information Sciences
Jason Allen Deakings
Public Health Sciences
Shakeyrah Elmore
Public Health Sciences
Picandra Elzie
Public Health Sciences
Emmanuel U. Ezekekwu
Public Health Sciences
Imisha Gurung
Public Health Sciences
Kendria Delaine Kelly-Taylor
Public Health Sciences
Brian William McRoberts
Public Health Sciences
Roy D. Olpin
Public Health Sciences
Sonali Sachin Salunkhe
Public Health Sciences
Scott Skinner
Public Health Sciences

Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work
Lisa Marie Purdy
Social Work

School of Medicine
Luis R. Alvarado
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology
Emily Carol Crouse
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology
Kelly Elizabeth Fredericksen
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology
V. Douglas Landers
Microbiology and Immunology
Andrew Joseph Orwick
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Sarah LeAnn Price
Microbiology and Immunology
Micaela Anne Reeves
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Jeffrey Barr Warner
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Zachary David Whiddon
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology

School of Nursing
Kofi Amoh-Mensah
Nursing
Jeanne Marie Ward
Nursing

J. B. Speed School of Engineering
Usman Onuminya Abu
Chemical Engineering
Abdelhamid Bouzid
Computer Science and Engineering
Saumya Gulati
Chemical Engineering
Sujoy Halder
Chemical Engineering
Ahmed Nazrul Islam
Mechanical Engineering
Huan Jiang
Mechanical Engineering
Babak Joze Abbaschian
Computer Science and Engineering
Fadoua Khmaissia
Computer Science and Engineering
Patrick Douglas Kroeger
Chemical Engineering
Blake E. Martin
Chemical Engineering
Zhong Yang
Electrical Engineering

Doctor of Education
Natasha Darlene Lanham
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Adrienne Beth Usher
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Doctor of Audiology
Victoria Elizabeth Bohrer
Audiology
Logan Bowen
Audiology
Tiffany Joann Brewer
Audiology
Hannah Decker Davidson
Audiology
Meredith Del Castillo
Audiology
Stacy Jane Garrard
Audiology
Michaela Jiunta
Audiology
Elizabeth Bridgette Medlock
Audiology
Averi Karsin Spinks
Audiology
Eleni Anne Zarvos
Audiology

Master of Fine Arts
Hannah Dewitt
Studio Art and Design
Sarah Chen Elston
Theatre Arts
Alicia Barnes Fireel
Theatre Arts
Katelyn L. Gabbard
Studio Art and Design
Sa’Id Amar Kelly
Theatre Arts
Linda O’Brien Korte
Studio Art and Design
Shachaf Polakow
Studio Art and Design

Master of Science
Emmanuel Eleazar Fields
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Umaara N. Haydon
Interdisciplinary Studies

Master of Arts
Ellen Elizabeth Findley
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Natalie Renee Evanow
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Andrew August Givens
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Louise Theriot Scharff
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Healthcare Ethics
Woodcock Medalist
Thomas Allen Hulse

Outstanding College Honors Project - Humanities
Amaiya Ladae Crawford

Outstanding College Honors Project - Natural Sciences
Eileen Elizabeth Sember

Outstanding College Honors Project - Social Sciences
Martha Mary Popescu

Outstanding Honors Program Graduates
Amaiya Ladae Crawford
Michayla G Gatsos

Exemplary Service to Honors
Edison Fontaine Pleasants

Outstanding Honors Student Success Ambassador
Betty Kim Ngo

Phi Beta Kappa Association of Kentuckiana Scholarship Award
Caleb X He

University Honors Scholars
Nicholson Thomas Adams
Omar Arar
Ethan Harrison Bailey
Jacoby Donald Banet
Megan Marie Bezold
Madeline Abigail Burgess
Mckinley Rae Campbell
Jack Foster Clark
Bobby Takoda Coleman
Jayden Catherine Connelly
Amaiya Ladae Crawford
Jeffrey Todd Crenshaw
Aaron Matthew Crosby

Emma Elizabeth Donaghy
Olivia Grace Eckert
Abigail Faye Exley
Jeraan Ruvinda Fernando
Devon Mitchell Flener
Madison S. Fogle
Michayla G Gatsos
Cami Elizabeth Gaunt
Edward Wyatt
Goshorn IV
Nicholas Verity Grey
Jacelyn Cheyenne Grimes
Claire Elizabeth Harmon

Elayne Patricia Harrington
Abigail Christian Hazelwood
Caleb X He
Mackenzie Elizabeth Jackson
Addison Brent Johnson
Allison Romaine Kling
Brendan David Lewis
Seth Gavin Long
Rachel Lynn McGraw
Callie Mckenna Mullins
Ayesha Ali Nasir
Sanjana Sushil Nasta

Elizabeth Ann Pike
Edison Fontaine Pleasants
Martha Mary Popescu
Lori Elizabeth Porter
Collin Douglas Preston
Eileen Elizabeth Sember
Elizabeth Fay Stevenson
Ivy V Stites
Haley Alyssa Volz
Katherine Mason Whisnant
Hannah E Wilson
Elizabeth Catherine Wolfe
Ruby Young

Elections to Mortar Board Senior Honor Society
William Harris Gregory
Lori Elizabeth Porter
Collin Douglas Preston
Department of Anthropology Award of Merit
Jordan Alyse Chatellier

Petee Award For Excellence in Anthropological Scholarship
Michayla G Gatsos
Martha M Popescu
Shaylee Brooke Scott

Justis Bier Award in Art History
Claire Elizabeth Harmon

Winthrop Allen Memorial Prize in Creative Art
Lauren Ann Sanderfer
Lilly Marie Weakley

Harvey B. and Ethel W. Lovell Award for Excellence in Biology
Valeryia Burshstein
Regan Clark
Ellen Grosser
Landon Harris
Zach Lichtsteiner
Betsy Sellers
Ian Snider
Erik Taghizadeh

N. V. Lebre Award in Biology
Kylea Garces

Stuart Neff Award in Biology
Vincent Cafazo
Emma Jones
Autumn Magnuson

William Clay Memorial Scholarship Award in Biology
Rowan Ward
Ignatius Wirasakti

Su San Toh Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research-Biology
Carolann Cockerill

David Smith Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research - Biology
Ian Snider

John C. Klotter Award in Criminal Justice
Matthew Shane Daily
Mady Bailey Pinkham

Kenneth R. Nally Award in Criminal Justice
Gabrielle Ann Lehrmann

Award For Excellence in American Sign Language Interpreting Studies
Lindsay Catherine Allen

Timothy “Timo” Owens Memorial Award in American Sign Language Interpreting Studies
Margaret Faith May

Award for Excellence: French
Lucas Jeremy Georges
Chase Palmer Herrmann

David R. Hershberg Award For Excellence In Spanish
Emma Elizabeth Donaghy

Rhonda Dahl Buchanan Award for Community Engagement in Spanish
Caterina Rosa Devenuto

Mary E. Burton Award in English
Cami Elizabeth Gaunt
Erin Noelle Wedemeyer

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Communication
Savannah Ruth Robinson

Louis Seig Award for Excellence in Geography
Emily G Gosney

Leonard Pardue Award for Outstanding Non-Traditional Graduate in Geography
Joshua Addison Boren

Mary Katherine Bonsteel Tachau Award For Excellence In History
Emma Elizabeth Donaghy

Morris Bein Award for Excellence in Humanities
Madison S. Fogle
Cree Leann Meek

Outstanding Seniors in Liberal Studies
Elayne P. Harrington
Savannah M. Quach
Madison W. Ragsdale
Mary Ruth Brookover Award in Mathematics
Aaron Thomas

Distinguished Military Graduate United States Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
Robert Joseph De Gouvea Pinto
Austin Anthony Hines

Richard Campbell Smith Memorial Award For Outstanding Student of Philosophy
Ryan Apperson

Nancy Pollock Memorial Award for Excellence in Pan-African Studies
Aubrey Newland

Yvonne Jones Award for Academic Excellence in Pan-African Studies
Lorenzo Rowan

Richard L. Barber Award for Academic Excellence in Philosophy
Carolann Cockerill

Donald M. Bennett Award In Physics
Thomas Allen Hulse

Outstanding Graduate In Physics
Thomas Allen Hulse

Jean O’Sullivan and Eleanor O’Sullivan Scholarships in Political Science
Caleb X He

Erin Lyons Rouse Award in Political Science
Kehinde Moyosore Olayemi
Jamica L Solomon

Louis B. Kesselman Award in Political Science
Julia S Mattingly

Boyd Martin Award for Excellence in Theatre Arts
Aniyah M. Adams
Colton Archer Bachinski
Stephan Brentt Carpenter

Ann Taylor Allen Award for Outstanding Work in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Anita Stemple

Undergraduate Maddox Prize Paper Award
Claire Gill

Lambda Alpha National Anthropology Honors Society
Jordan Chatellier

Alpha Epsilon Delta National Pre-Medical/Pre-Health Honor Society
Lilliana Abigale Burton
Zachary John Lichtsteiner
Tyler Layne Plake
Betsy Lynn Sellers
Aamira Shah

Beta-Beta-Beta National Biological Honor Society
Olatunde Kehinde Buremoh
Manisha Dahal
Emily Do
Macarthur Dodd
Rameka Johnson
Autumn Magnuson
Hayden Norris
Ian Snider
Hannah Jo Walker
Nicholas Wright

Phi Delta Epsilon Pre-Medical Fraternity
Mustafa Thamer Almosawi
Fernando Mattison Jade Hale
Bryan Craig Mclellan
Divya Ahrani Kumaravelu
Lauren Shelby Taylor
Javier Luis Cabral Pauig
Robert Eugene Hawkins
Ethan Aubrey Mills
Jacqueline Bao-Tran Tran
Mckinley Rae Campbell
Abigail Christian
Daven Yashvant Patel
Haley Alyssa Volz
Jordan Alyse Chatellier
Hazelwood
Garrett Andrew Russell
Hazelwood
Aubrey Newland
Daven Yashvant Patel
Grayson Loftland Shuck
Austin Gregory Clark
Harper Renée Henry
Garrett Andrew Russell
Edward Wyatt Walker
Jeraan Ruvinda
Jackson Myles Hoffman
Hannah Jo Walker
Garrett Andrew Russell
Grayson Loftland Shuck
Goshorn
Elections to Pi Delta Phi French Honorary
Chloe Anne Bilak
Lucas Jeremy Georges
Meagan Nicole Haase
Chase Palmer Herrmann
Fatou Bouna Ndiaye

Elections to Sigma Delta Pi National Spanish Honorary
Caterina Rosa Devenuto
Emma Elizabeth Donaghy
Hayleigh J Walker

Phi Alpha Theta National Honorary Society In History
Kyle William Branson
Emma Elizabeth Donaghy
Hannah Marie Frierson
Jennifer Lynn Mitchell

Elections to Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Sophia Isabelle Lutz
Brianna F. McCall
Mackenzie Marie Newton
Zhane Rice-Cummings
Syndey Rae Rivette

ETA Sigma Phi National Honorary Society For Latin, Greek, and Classical Studies
Hannah Marie Frierson
Wade Kelly
Colin Reid Mechlin

Second Lieutenant Commissions, United States Army
Landen Thomas Boykins
Austin Anthony Hines
Dakotah Marshall Jackson
Tristain Thomas Nye
Robert Joseph Rui De Gouvea Pinto
Kyle Patrick Sears
Charles C. Snead

Pi Sigma Alpha National Honorary Political Science Fraternity
Nick Adams
Cammeron Durham
Caleb He
Julia Mattingly
Edward Mayer
Jennifer Mitchell
Mya Todd
Jacob Winchell

Sigma Pi Sigma Honor Society in Physics
Lori Elizabeth Porter
Phil Sigma Tau Philosophy Honors Society (Kentucky Epsilon Chapter)
Ryan Apperson
Omar Arar
Preston Dillard
Noah Egel
Wade Kelly
Collin Preston

Psi Chi National Honor Society In Psychology
Mia Jones
Kayla Potts
Elizabeth Stevenson

Graduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate In Anthropology
Isabel Luz Abarca

William Furnish Teaching Award
Caroline Driscoll

Kenneth J. Marshall Award In Criminal Justice
Dominique A. Clark

Outstanding Graduates In Classical and Modern Languages
Thomas Joseph Lawrence
Karly A. Walker

Outstanding Graduates Student Award - Communication
Kadence Baker
Sydney Baker

Outstanding Graduate In Fine Arts
Shachaf Polakow

Carol Hanchette Award For Outstanding Graduate Student
Zachary Michael Meyers

Outstanding Graduate In History
Stanley Rother Wagner

Grady Nutt Award For The Most Creative Ma Project In Humanities
Chelsea Marie Giovacchino

Outstanding Graduates In Humanities
Chelsea Marie Giovacchino
Emily Hunter Denton

Osborne Wiggins Book Prize
Eduard B. Ghita

The Manuel Schwartz Award In Physics
Stanford Alexander Broadwater
Milinda Bharatha Kalutara Koralalage

Outstanding Graduate In Physics
Camella-Rosa Nasr

Outstanding Graduate In Pan African Studies
Jimmy Earls Butts

Outstanding Graduates In Psychological and Brain Sciences
Julia Nicholas
Megan Norris
Khushboo Patel

Outstanding Graduates In Sociology
Janessa Lea Puckett
Nancy McDaniel Steinmetz

Outstanding Graduate In Theatre Arts
Sarah Chen Elston

Warren Oates Award for Excellence in Theatre Arts
Sarah Chen Elston

Outstanding Graduate in Womens, Gender, and Sexuality Studies
Abigail Ray

Urban and Public Affairs Outstanding Dissertation Award
Lindsey Connors

Kapa Outstanding Master of Urban Planning Student Award
Amy Brooks
Master of Public Administration Outstanding Student Award
Allison LaRoy

Master of Urban Planning Outstanding Student Award
Marietta Miller

Outstanding Graduates in Urban and Public Affairs
Asma Addarrat
Gecorey Turner

Phi Alpha Alpha Honor Society for Masters of Public Administration
Asma Addarrat
Amy Brooks
Lutisha Buckner
Quinones Cornier Jr.
Allison LaRoy
Peter Mattingly
Gecorey Turner

June Jordan Award
Jemieca Jones
Abigail Ray
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts
- Isabel Luz Bartlett Abarca
- Kylee Gail Auten
- Kadence Alyssa Baker
- Sydney Elizabeth Baker
- Kevin Lynn Bradley
- Jacklyn Noel Kahafer Burke
- Nicole Kaelin Clay
- Rebecca Caitlin Coffield Lorenna Lee Cooper
- ** Sarah Margaret Dandurand
- Zoe E. Donovan
- Stephanie Denys Dooley
- Cecilia Kathleen Durbin Curtis Paul Ehrich
- Eunique Vytaria Gaither
- Elijah Percy Jerome Gardner
- Chelsea Marie Giovacchino
- Brooke Holton
- Abigail Lynne Smith Howard
- Hailey Marie Mattingly
- Elizabeth Jensen Megibben
- Amanda Meghan Miles Justin Ian Miller Brice Johnathan Montgomery
- Derrick Ryan Neese
- Benjamin Joseph Poe Justin Tate Porter
- Abigail Mayumi Ray Emma Ione Sams
- Janessa San Luis Ian Thomas Sexton
- Jamica L. Solomon Justin Wayne Sturgeon
- Stanley Rother Wagner O.S.B.
- Karly Anne Walker
- Lucy Katharine Wedding
- Yuan Zhao

Master of Fine Arts
- Hannah DeWitt
- Sarah Chen Elston
- Alicia Barnes Fireel
- Katelyn L. Gabbard
- Sa’id Amar Kelly
- Trish O’Brien Korte
- Shachaf Polakow

Master of Public Administration
- Asma Addarrat
- Amy Ward Brooks
- LuTisha Samaya Buckner
- Quinones Demetrius Corniel Jr.
- Allison Marie LaRoy
- Peter Joseph Mattingly
- Gecorey Gevon Turner

Master of Science
- Saif Fayyah D Almutairi
- Fatimah Abdulrahman M Alqarni
- Eric William Barry
- Shikhi Baruri
- Alane Nora Beears
- Stanford Alexander Broadwater
- Mackenzie Livingston Brown
- Dominique Alexis Clark Danea Amari Cloyd
- Kyle W. Cook
- Azariah Elyse Frazier
- Caleb Alexander Fuller
- Amelia Tara Galicia
- Rachel Marie Gorth
- Raina Ashley Isaacs
- Robert James Jackson
- Audriy Jebet
- Emma Alice Lamb
- EJ Lauter
- Michael Scott Linquist
- Matthew Thomas Marino
- Zachary Michael Meyers
- Kathy S. Morgan
- Julia K. Nicholas
- Anna Olczyk
- Alyssa Marie Rodriguez Khushboo Samirbhai Patel
- Ryan James Patrick
- Justin Tyler Payne
- Kristen Loren Pezzullo-Kessler
- Tiffany Danielle Rapier
- Zane Matthew Ronau
- Joseph William Schaefer II
- Tyler J. Shirk
- Justin Karl Taschenberger
- Hiruni Weerahennedige Alan Thomas Weihe
- Bianca Wellikson
- Asramuni Uresha Dilm De Silva Waidyardatne
- Kinithi Meththa Kumari Wickramaratne
- Raobo Xu

Graduate Certificate in Real Estate Development
- Gloria Chebichi
- Erica D. Martin

Graduate Certificate in Translation and Interpreting
- Karly Anne Walker

Bachelor of Arts
- Megan Abadi Oberto Ugochukwu P. Achara
- Athey Abiel Nhial Ajak
- **††† Mohammed Al Helu Parker Deane Albro
- †† Makenna Aldridge Zainah Ali
- Dimah A. Almaliki
- Valeria Alvarez Canon
- † Giovanni Francesco Anderson
- † Lynsey Nicole Anderson
- †† Madison Maire Andretta
- ††† Ryan Allen Apperson
- †† Omar Arar
- Giavonna Grace Arato
- Juan David Arce Valdes
- Gabriel O. Are
- † Cameron Louis Armstrong
- Dylan P. Armstrong
- Elijah Israel Arthur
- Nour Awamleh
- Micheala Denise Baker
- Samuel Robert Ballantine
- Bryson Taylor Barbee
- Zachary Edward Barker
- Shannon Claire Barnes
- † Laura Batista Cordero

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
** Awarded Posthumously
Maddie R. McDonough
† Rachel Lynn Mcgraw
† Madison Haley Mckee
† Caree LeAnn Meek
†* Desmond L. Melton
† Chelsea Anne Meyer
†† Ethan Matthew Meyer
† Bridget Ann
† Middlebrook
† Maisey E. Miglio
† Alison Lee Miller
† Abigail Lynn Misiak
† George Kertz Mitchell III
† Matthew Thomas
† Montgomery
† Jessica Rae Moore
† Tanner Ellis Morrow
† Neal Jason Morsi
† Braden Andrew Mulcahy
† Maunil Mullick
† James Murphy
† Manu Unnikrishnan Nair
† Shria Narapaneni
† Sanjana Sushil Nasta
† Aubrey Lynn Newland
† Betty Kim Ngo
† Virginia Lally Noe
† Taylor Hart Nolden
† Joseph Thomas
† Nunziata
† Alana Michelle O’Bryan
† Emet Corey Oden
† Lucille Ann Oglesby
† Taiwo Mojisola Olayemi
† Valerie Oranges
† Tylanna Marie Palmer
† Hannah Elise Parker
† Payton Renee Parkerson
† William Garrett Parks
†† Chandani Prakash Patel
† Daven Yashvant Patel
† Rolando Jose Pavon
†† Camila Perez
† Zoe Marie Perez
† Christian Allen Perry
† Rodney Cornelius Perry
†† Lisa Pham
† Kaylee Autumn Phillips
† Tessa Pickle
†† Elizabeth Ann Pike
†† Eli Franklin Polley
† Hannah Celeste Pooley
†† Martha Mary Popescu
† Taylor Porter
† Kayla Ann Potts
† Todd Alexander Powell
† John Dalton Poythress
† Andrew Gregory Allen
† Preston
† Collin Douglas Preston
† Jacob William Prince
† Savannah Marie Quach
† Beaux Madison Quillen
†† Madison Wade Ragsdale
† Melanie Ramsey
† Benjamin Robert Rehm
† Ciyerah Danyelle Rice
† Caleigh Grace Richards-Goos
† Waylon J. Riley
†† Jessica Marie Roller
† Jackson Thomas Roney
† Katelyn Aileen Rosinski
† Lorenzo Julian Rowan
† Erika Savanah
† Salandan
† Madison Hayley Sanders
† Ashanti Lynn Scott
† Shaylee Brooke Scott
† Teresa Marie Sears
†† Betsy Lynn Sellers
† Jessica Louise Selm
† Rehan Shaik
† Makena T. Shelton
† Lydia E. Sheppard
† Emma L. Sherman
† Jakob Stephen Sherrard
† Jennifer Shevlokova
† Kylie Rae Shoemaker
† John Svatopluk
† Smetana
† Arianne Noel Smith
†† Jennifer Anne Smith
† Logan Daniel Smith
† Olivia Catherine Smith
† Charles C. Snead
† Hannah Marie Ying
† Snyder
†† William T. Snyder
†† Emma K. Spade
†† Devin B. Steele
†† Elizabeth Fay Stevenson
†† Carter Allen Stinnett
†† Ivy V. Stites
† Brystol VaCarra Stott
† Morgan Emma Stubbs
† Aliyah G. Swanson
† John Anthony Swartz
† Mattie Frances Tabor
† Ryan Charles Tabor
† Erik Arden Taghizadeh
† Samrat Tanwini
† Jingran Tao
† John William Terry
† Savannah Marie
† Thomerson
† Nancy Lynn Thompson
† Lucas A. Threlfall
† Myles Corrine Todd
† Ian Townshend
† Michaela Marie
† Tramont
† Chloe Elaine Treat
† Helen Rebell TrueNorth
† Alexa Marie Tucker
† Vishal B. Turlapatni
† Rebecca Turney
† Samuel S. Vasseur
† Rowan McKenzie Vaught
† Maggie Veal
† Hayleigh Walker
†† Joseph Devan Wasson
†† Sophie Watkins
†† Jacob M. Webb
†† Erin Noelle Wedemeyer
†† Grace Catherine Welsh
†† Olivia Lynn Westby
†† Abigail Marie
†† Westenhofer
†† Patrick Albert Whalen
†† Katherine Mason
†† Whisnant
†† Kaleigha Rae White
†† Lydia Claire White
†† Joanna Len Whitener
†† Alyce Shane’ Williams
†† Brandon Eric Wilson
†† Joshua R. Wise
† Madison Taylor Witas
†† Sophia Joyce Worth
†† Austin Jordan Wyckoff
†† Baylee M. Yancey
†† Elisa Maria Young
†† Mari/Anna Marie Young
†† Noah Thomas Young
†† Sydney Leigh Young
†† Taylor Lynn Young
†† Yue Yue
†† Kaylee Zabel
†† Syed A. Zaidi
†† Maria Zaminhak
†† Mehwish Zaminhak
†† Manuel Zayas Verdecia
†† Alexis Zellers
† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Cum Laude
Bachelor of Fine Arts
†† Leigh Margaret Barlow
†† Abigail Rose Bland
†† Cortney Ann Bolt
†† Landann Paige Brown
†† Brennon A. Burnett
†† Devangha Chavda
†† Amaiya Ladae Crawford
†† Olivia Grace Eckert
†† Daniela Estrada-Moreno
†† Luke Gurgel
†† Nathalie Hernandez
†† Madison Elizabeth Holmes
†† Sydney Danielle Hughes
†† Grace Olivia Adkins
†† Keller
†† Andrew Michael Kern
†† Christie Lee Kremer
†† Alison Noel Kuntz
†† Lesly Alejandra Linares
†† Cameron Christopher Lowe
†† Edison Fontaine
†† Pleasants
†† Emily Kensey Raney
†† Cassandra Leigh Ross
†† Lauren Ann Sanderfer
†† Raurey Shaw
†† Chase A. Walker
†† Lilly Marie Weakley
†† Anna Claire Will
†† Elizabeth Catherine Wolfe
Bachelor of Science
††† Faduma Abdulkadir
††† Abdirahman
††† Isabel Victoria Del
††† Carmen Victoria
††† Adames Vergara
††† Nicholson Thomas
††† Adams
††† Alison Claire Addie
††† Alexis Olivia Agen
††† Greyson Bennett
††† Alarcon
††† Brock Russell Alexander
††† Shelby Nicole Alford
††† Fayha Ali
††† Lindsay Catherine Allen
††† Nadeen W. Almadi
Molly Elizabeth Hyatt
Haley P. Morrow
Samantha Jean Mosby
D’Zarie Briona
Muhammad
† Riley Kathleen Mullady
Morgan
Haley P. Morrow
Samantha Nichole Mulane
† Callie McKenna Mullins
† Ayesha Ali Nasir
Davonna Lee Ndiaye
†† Lindsay Renee Neighbors
† Aubrey Lynn Newland
† Mackenzie Marie Newton
† Betty Kim Ngo
Derek Nathaniel Nold
† Hayden Charles Norris
† Olivia Carol Nunn
Tristain Thomas Nye
† Kehinde Moyosore Olayemi
† Elana Marie Ornelas
† Olivia Patricia Ossege
Isiah Randull Pantiere
† Amini Dharmendra Patel
† Ragi Rameshbhai Patel
Javier Luis Cabral Pauig
† Sydney Madigan Paulus
Mckenna A. Peden
† Taylor Pennington
Nicole Perroni
Jack Peterson
† Leslie Nicole Phelps
† Zane Reed Phelps
Emma Taran Phillips
Shekinah Israel Phillips
† Madyson Bailey
Pinkham
† Lori Elizabeth Porter
† Ana Julia Prata
† Andrew Gregory Allen Preston
† Paige Renee Preston
† Savannah Marie Quach
Shayne M. Raftery
† Elisabeth Grace Reilly
Gilberto Reyes Chuela
† Sydney Rae Rivette
Shelby Lee Roberts
† Savannah Ruth Robinson
Courtney Nichelle Ross
Triniti P. Russell
† Jerry Ray Sanders
Cassandra Diaz Schaefer
Phillip James Schafer
† Alex William Scheper
Christian Schulte
† Kyle Patrick Sears
†† Betsy Lynn Sellers
† Eileen Elizabeth Sember
Giulia Setti
Stephen Wayne Shaffer
† Aamira Shah
Kelly Marie Shipley
† Jalyne Shorter
† Anna Tai Simpson
Lilly J. Sleepe
† Emma M. Smith
Genna Kerry Smith
† Jared Brock Smitha
†† Ian Jordan Snider
Taylor Ellen Sparks
Hailey Nicole Speer
† Ethan Avery Stanfill
Skylar Renee Stark
Kennady Gabrielle Steele
† Anita Gribbons Stemple
†† Caitlyn Brynn Stevens
Amelia Stober
Abigail Elise Stone
† Madeleine Rose Stott
Karly Summer Strang
† Johnathon Starrbuck
Stribling
Travis DeMarlo Strings
† Carley Ann Swan
Afi Henriette Tagnedjii
† Sydney Marie Tharp
†† Aaron D. Thomas
Joanna Rae Thomas
Kiana Thomason
Jacqueline Bao-Tran
Tran
† Helen Rebell TrueNorth
† Jack Clayton Trusty
† Lillie Catherine Turpin
Bernice Umukiza
† Vaibhavi Venkataramanan
Rhea Verma
† Edward Lee Vertrees III
Janelle Anne Vickerstaff
† Haley Alyssa Volz
Mary Katherine Wafzig
Hannah Jo Walker
Katrina Madison Ward
Nicholas Alexander Ward
† Rowan Ward
Jordan Tyreece Ware
† Tatum K. Watson
Michael Saye Wehdah
Lindsey Caroline Wheeler
† Taylor Nichole Wheeler
† Kayla Nicole White
Maggie Taylor White
† Jaden Danyel
Whitehead
† Emma Wichmann
William Wigginton
Cierra Blake Williams
Bailey Nicole Williamson
Sean Gregory Willis
† Alyssa Wilson
Ashley Elizabeth Wilson
† Hannah E. Wilson
Lena Lynn Wilson
† Jacob A. Winchell
Ignatius A. Wirasakti
Garrett Hamilton Woodall
Hayden C. Woosley
Alexander Cole Wright
†† Nicholas Anthony Wright
Camryn Jene’t Young
Ruby Young
Madison Kennedy Zinner

Certificate in Ethics
Omar Arar
Farhiya Muumin Awale
Carolanne Marie Cockerill
Jayden Catherine Connelly
George William Forman III
Mackenzie Elizabeth Jackson
Gavin Riley Joyce
Wade Kelly
Vy T. Ma
Jessica Morgan Stafford

Certificate in Geospatial Technologies
Jacob Ryan Foushee
Emily Gale Gosney
Alyssa Michelle Kashin
Emily Rose Macaluso
Jerry Ray Sanders
Hannah E. Wilson

Certificate in LGBTQ Health Studies
Martha Mary Popescu

Certificate in Peace, Justice & Conflict Transformation
Chloe Anne Bilak
Rachel Irene Burns
Abigail Faye Exley
Sadie N. Finley
Samantha Jo Klee
Ana Julia Prata
Afi Henriette Tagnedjji
Edward Lee Vertrees III

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society

Rachelle Samantha Alexander
Anne Patricia Bryden*
Sarah Jane Brown
Oscar Chen
Morgan Eversole Dodson
Wilfred R. Furtado*
Cameron Ryan Garner*
Anne Elena Geller
William R. Hislope*
Rachelle Samantha Alexander
Nicholas Warren Kemper
Micah Blake Kaiser*
William Edward King*
Jessica Marie Mahler
Bennett Scott McKinley
Stephen Glenwood Nash
Alexis Redding*
Savanna Rose Holland
Robert Ward Rickert
Mary Katherine Robinson*
Allegra Gabrielle Schikler*
Victoria Ashley Scott
Jessica Sparks
Joshua David Stewart*
Scott Paul Stuckey
Jordan Scott Swindle*

Gold Humanism Honor Society

Rachelle Samantha Alexander
Ryan Jeffrey Anderson
Derek Dalton Arrington
Rheyana Halle Briyai Branch
Kurt Sean Michael Brown
Rebecca Anne Buster
Briana Suzanne Coleman
Lekha Pradyumna
Devara
Aarika Rose Ferko
Anne Elena Geller
Savanna Rose Holland
Taylor Lee Hood
Stephen Glenwood Nash
Oladele Denzel Osisami
Mary Katherine Robinson
Jordan Scott Swindle
Karen Tachi Udoh
M. Onu Udoh
Justin Thomas White
McKenzie Elizabeth Winbigler
Elizabeth Jean Yeske

Distinction in Research Track Candidates

Anne Patricia Bryden
Oscar Chen
Lekha Pradyumna
Devara
Kayla Desiree Feagins
Wilfred R. Furtado
Rebecca Li Guan
Jacob Carnright Hallion
Meghan Elizabeth Hawthorne
Andrew James Hey
Emily Michelle Hillman
Luke Hampton Johnson
Nicholas Warren Kemper
Bennett Scott McKinley
Stephen Glenwood Nash
Gene David Porter
Robert Ward Rickert
Philipp Joseph Schmitt
Jordan Scott Swindle
Danh Thanh Tran
Alexandria Shaw Vittitow
Justin Thomas White
David D. Willis
Amna Zolj

Distinction in Business & Leadership Track Candidates

Thomas Garland Beyerle
Luke Thomas Byerly
Courtney Kristin DeLong
Oladele Denzel Osisami
Nicholas Edwin Yates

Distinction in Global & Public Health Track Candidates

Sneha Singh Chhachhi
Jessica Marie Mahler
Traci Alexay Scott
Zachary P. Thornton
Karen Tachi Udoh

Distinction in Medical Education Track Candidates

Ryan Jeffrey Anderson
Rheyana Halle Briyai Branch
Mackenzie Elizabeth Carroll
Chandler Lee Cissel
Cameron Ryan Garner
Matthew David Hall
Savannah Rose Holland
Tanya Nagpal
Lauren Nicole Petrey
Victoria Ashley Scott
Colton Russell Stinger
Scott Paul Stuckey
Ademilola Toluwalase Tejuoso
M. Onu Udoh
Michael Dennis Warner
The AMWA Glasgow-Rubin Certificates of Commendation for Academic Achievement

Anne Patricia Bryden
Jessica Marie Mahler
Alexis Redding
Mary Katherine Robinson
Allegra Gabrielle Schikler
Victoria Ashley Scott
Allison Lee Woosley

The Leonard Tow Humanism in Medicine Award presented by The Arnold P. Gold Foundation
Karen Tachi Udoh

The School of Medicine Student Diversity Award
Karen Tachi Udoh
M. Onu Udoh

The Merck Manual Book Awards
Cameron Ryan Garner
Robert Ward Rickert
Allegra Gabrielle Schikler
Joshua David Stewart

The Tim Lee Carter Award
Aarika Rose Ferko

The Peter K. Knoefel Award
Mary Katherine Robinson

The Society of Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award
Oladele Denzel Osisami

The Louisville Academy of Ophthalmology Excellence Award
Cameron Ryan Garner

The Dr. Billy F. Andrews Academic Excellence in Pediatrics Award
Allegra Gabrielle Schikler

The Alpha Nu Chapter of the Alpha Kappa Kappa Medical Fraternity Award
John Judson Bowling

The Dr. Parish B. Cleveland Achievement Award
Andrew James Hey

The Dr. Samuel S. Gordon Award
Alexandria Shaw Vittitow

The Dr. Norvin Green Memorial Prize
Victoria Ashley Scott

The Dr. S. Spafford Ackerly Award
Jacqueline Alexzandra Young

The Helene and Walter Zukof, M.D. Memorial Scholarship Award
Aundrea E. Busse

The Dr. Carroll Witten Memorial Award
Jordan Hamilton Downs

The Dr. Ethel Larosa Scholarship Award
Morgan Eversole Dodson
Mary Katherine Robinson

The Dr. William M. Christopherson Society Award
Colin Matthew Coleman

The American Academy of Neurology Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology
Megan Ariel Coghlan

The Dr. George I. Uhde Award for Excellence in Otolaryngology Award
Stephen Glenwood Nash

The Benjamin M. Rigor, M.D. Excellence in Anesthesiology Award
Allison Lee Woosley

The Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics Physician Scientist Award
Jordan Taylor Noe

The Dr. Morris Newberg Scholarship Award
Richard Greene Johnson III
The Dr. Stanley A. Gall Award
Sneha Singh Chhachhi

The Dr. Carl Cooper Jr., Award
Jessica Marie Mahler

The O.J. Hurt, M.D. Award
Micah Blake Kaiser

The Dr. Hiram C. Polk, Jr. Scholarship Award
Mackenzie Elizabeth Carroll

The Dr. Presley F. Martin Memorial Award
Karen Tachi Udoh

The George P. Caldwell Award
Jordan Scott Swindle

The Student Affairs Award
Rachelle Samantha Alexander

The Dean's Award for Scholarship
Stephen Glenwood Nash

The Dean's Award for Leadership
Ryan Jeffrey Anderson
Lekha Pradyumna Devara
Degrees

Doctor of Medicine

Rachelle Samantha Alexander
Mona Amer
Sarah Jane Ames
Ryan Jeffery Anderson
Luke Anthony Archer
Derek Dalton Arrington
Ashton Lee Grant
Ausbrooks
Kailee Carolynn Barnes
Miranda Darlene-Mason
Rachelle Samantha Alexander
Mona Amer
Sarah Jane Ames
Ryan Jeffery Anderson
Luke Anthony Archer
Derek Dalton Arrington
Ashton Lee Grant
Ausbrooks
Kailee Carolynn Barnes
Miranda Darlene-Mason
Bencomo
Aaron Christopher Benge
Cody L. Bergman
Thomas Garland Beyerle
Pishoi Solomon Boctor
John Judson Bowling
Rheyana Halle Briyai
Branch
Kurt Sean Michael Brown
Sarah Jane Brown
Anne Patricia Bryden
Aundrea E. Busse
Rebecca Anne Buster
Luke Thomas Byerly
Mackenzie Elizabeth Carroll
Oscar Chen
Sneha Singh Chhachhi
Chandler Lee Cissel
Megan Ariel Coghlan
Colin Matthew Coleman
Karishma Mayur Daftary
Allison Elizabeth Davidson
Courtney Kristin Delong
John Simmons
Desmarais
Lekha Pradyumna Devara
Christopher Dennis Dillman
Morgan Eversole Dodson
Jonathan Dong
Thomas Kenley Dotson
Jordan Hamilton Downs
Kayla Desiree Feagins
Aarika Rose Ferko
† Wilfred R. Furtado
† Cameron Ryan Garner
Anne Elena Geller
Campbell Bettersworth Gott
Madelyn Ann Green
Jonathan David Griffin
Rebecca Li Guan
Matthew David Hall
Jacob Carrnright Hallion
Madison Anne Harley
Meghan Elizabeth Hawthorne
Andrew James Hey
†† William R. Hislope
Savanna Rose Holland
Taylor Lee Hood
Alyssa Shawnae Hounshell
Charlton Meredith Hoy
Arturo Jamal Husein
Emma Lee Jacobs
Choongwon Jin
James Reid Johnson
Luke Hampton Johnson
Paul Michael Johnson
Richard Greene
Johnson III
Timothy Austin Jones
††† Micah Blake Kaiser
Kevin Patrick Kane
Nicholas Warren Kemper
†† William Edward King
Kelly Elizabeth Klump
Cole Alexander Labhart
Chelsea Marie Lancaster
Anthony James Lawrence
James Michael Lemaster
Jessica Marie Mahler
James Bryson
McCarthy
Bennett Scott McKinley
Sarah Ann McQuaide
† Matthew Ryan Miracle
Alex Nicholas Mueller
Tanya Nagpal
Daria Karen Nahidipour
†† Stephen Glenwood
Nash
Melisa Noa de la Paz
Jordan Taylor Noe
† Brennan Scott Noel
Clayton Andrew Olash
Oladele Denzel Osisami
Pujan Bhavesh Patel
Rakhri Chetan Patel
Angela Marie Patton
Lauren Nicole Petrey
Lauren Nicole Phillips
Andrew Thomas Polites II
Gene David Porter
Morgan Victoria Price
Prachi Ashok Raichur
Olivia Rose Ramsey
Joshua Michael Ransick
Andrew Robert Ray
Alexis Redding
†† Robert Ward Rickert
†† Mary Katherine Robinson
Naveed Safi
Caroline Elizabeth Sapp
†† Allegra Gabrielle Schikler
Philipp Joseph Schmitt
Traci Alexay Scott
† Victoria Ashley Scott
Jonathan Tyler Smith
Madison Christina Smith
Nolan Sledge Smith
Jessica Sparks
Joshua David Stewart
Colton Russell Stinger
Scott Paul Stuckey
Daniel Walter Sweet
†† Jordan Scott Swindle
Ademilola T. Tejuoso
Zachary P. Thornton
Danh Thanh Tran
Karen Tachi Udoh
M. Onu Udoh
Alexandria Shaw Vittitow
George Z. Wei
JUSTIN Thomas White
David Dawson Willis
Kathleen Marie Wilmes
McKenzie Elizabeth Winbiger
† Allison Lee Woosley
Blair Day Wooten
Audrey Maria Wright
Joel A. Wright
Nicholas Edwin Yates
Elizabeth Jean Yeske
Jacqueline Alexandra Young
Amna Zolj
Amelia Jo Blankenbeker
Michael Sean Brennan
Jessica Paige Collett
Manal Shafiq Jaser Da’as
Katelyn Thomas Dyer
Daniel Reid Erikson
Hannah Ertel
Erika Laine Figgins
Jordan Nicole Frogge
Melanie Ginzburg
Evan Robert Greenwell
Amelia Gwen Welsh Greer
Olivia Sutton Griffin
Lauren Nicole Harper
Morgan Nicole Haysley
V. Douglas Landers
Emily Hope LeClair
Hope E. Schiphorst Mattei
Margaret Elaine McDonald
Rachel Lynn Meredith
Jessica Parks Millward
Nazratana Naeem
Kelsey Lynn Rexing
Ghazal Sadri
Taylor Rae Smith
Riley N. Steele
Hadley Kristen Trenaman
Sara Michele Wardrip
Drew R. Wheeker
Anna Lake Williamson
† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude

Master of Science

Amelia Jo Blankenbeker
Michael Sean Brennan
Jessica Paige Collett
Manal Shafiq Jaser Da’as
Katelyn Thomas Dyer
Daniel Reid Erikson
Hannah Ertel
Erika Laine Figgins
Jordan Nicole Frogge
Melanie Ginzburg
Evan Robert Greenwell
Amelia Gwen Welsh Greer
Olivia Sutton Griffin
Lauren Nicole Harper
Morgan Nicole Haysley
V. Douglas Landers
Emily Hope LeClair
Hope E. Schiphorst Mattei
Margaret Elaine McDonald
Rachel Lynn Meredith
Jessica Parks Millward
Nazratana Naeem
Kelsey Lynn Rexing
Ghazal Sadri
Taylor Rae Smith
Riley N. Steele
Hadley Kristen Trenaman
Sara Michele Wardrip
Drew R. Wheeker
Anna Lake Williamson
† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Doctor of Dental Medicine Honors and Awards

Academy of General Dentistry Award
Chaney Mycrae Brown

Academy of Operative Dentistry Student Award
Mariam Merayo Godo

Academy of Osseointegration Outstanding Dental Student in Implant Dentistry Award
Josephine Myung-Jin Kim

Alliance to the Louisville Dental Society Award for Ethics in Dentistry
Drake Cambron Coomer

American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry Student Award of Merit
James Zachary Jones

American Academy of Implant Dentistry Dental Student Award
Whitney Free-Jenkins

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Award
Kirsten Elizabeth Peterson

American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Award
Tyler Adamson Low

American Academy of Oral Medicine Award
Brandi Fawn Hall

American Academy of Orofacial Pain Outstanding Senior Award
Anjesha Antony Alappatt

American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Award
Hannah Rebecca Bergeron

American Academy of Periodontology Award
HeeJue Hong

American Association of Endodontists Award
Kushani Shah

American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Implant Student Award
Chaney Mycrae Brown

American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Student Award
Anjesha Antony Alappatt

American Association of Orthodontists Award
Alec Hunter McDonald

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Award in Community Dentistry and Dental Public Health
Elizabeth Martinez Montano

American Association of Women Dentists Eleanor Bushee Senior Woman Dental Award
Madison Michelle Chumbler

American College of Dentists Outstanding Student Leader Award
Zayd Suhail Odeh

American College of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons William H. Bell Award
Austin Allen Ackman

American College of Prosthodontists Predoctorial Achievement Award
Cristen Nicole Phillips
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology Horace Wells Senior Student Award
Kayla Leigh Foell

American Student Dental Association Award of Excellence
2022 Kirsten Elizabeth Peterson
2023 Anjesha Antony Alappatt

Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology Award
James Zachary Jones

Brian D. Stone Memorial Award
Brandi Fawn Hall

Delphi Society Inductees
Hannah Rebecca Bergeron
Madison Michelle Chumble
Alyssa Claire Farmer
Isaac Benjamin Feinn
Kayla Leigh Foell
Meagan Kristine Grimm
Brandi Fawn Hall
HeeJue Hong

Dental Biochemistry Award
Evan McElroy

Dental Histology Award
Brandi Fawn Hall

Dental Research Scholar Award
Zackary R. Fitzsimonds

DMD Professionalism Award
Hunter Thomas Downing

Dr. Brian Alpert ULSD Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Award
Austin Allen Ackman

Dr. Jeanne Craig Sinkford Student Leadership Award
Whitney Free-Jenkins

Dr. Robert D. Elliott Pediatric Dentistry Award
John-Paul de Jesus Arias

Dr. X. Elwood Sanders Oral Surgery Award
Mahdokht Sadeghvishkaei

E. B. Gernert Community Service Award
Brandi Fawn Hall

Hanau Prosthodontics Award
Bryan A. Gantner

Hispanic Dental Association UofL Chapter Award
Mariam Merayo Godo

International College of Dentists Student Leadership Award
Kirsten Elizabeth Peterson

International College of Dentists Student Humanitarian Award
Nicole Sanders Donaldson

International Congress of Oral Implantologists Award
Justin Taylor Cornett

James C. Moore Physiology Award
Chandler B. Unfried

Karen Andrus Award
Josephine Myung-Jin Kim

Kentucky Offsite Clinical Community Service Scholars
Ali A. Assaad
Umans A. Ayer
Hannah Rebecca Bergeron
Chaney Mycrae Brown
Tyler Mark Howells
James Zachary Jones
Evan McElroy
Logan Charles McIntire
Elaine Margaret Platt
Jonathan Vazquez Rodriguez
Mahdokht Sadeghvishkaei
Prachi Shah

L. D. Pankey Occlusion Award
Gillian Elise Casey

Letitia Kimsey-Taylor Award for Excellence in Microbiology
Brandi Fawn Hall

Louisville American Student Dental Association Student Leadership Award
Kirsten Elizabeth Peterson
Louisville Dental Society Professionalism Award
Ryan Patrick McEldowney

Lt. Dr. Claire VanLandingham Memorial Scholarship
Brandi Fawn Hall

Omicron Kappa Upsilon National Honor Dental Society
Hannah Rebecca Bergeron
Madison Michelle Chumbler
Alyssa Claire Farmer
Isaac Benjamin Feinn
Kayla Leigh Foell
Brandi Fawn Hall
HeeJue Hong

Oral Immunology and Infectious Diseases Research Award
Alec Hunter McDonald

Pierre Fauchard Award
2022 Kirsten Elizabeth Peterson
2023 Mina M. Z. Iskander

Professor Len Waite Outstanding Performance Award in Pharmacology & Toxicology
Hannah Rebecca Bergeron

Quintessence Book Award for Clinical Achievement in Periodontics
Natalie Nicole Bobay

Quintessence Book Award for Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry
Tyler J. Brockman

Quintessence Book Award for Research
Isaac Benjamin Feinn

Richard L. Miller Award for Excellence in General Pathology
Madison Michelle Chumbler

Society for Color and Appearance in Dentistry Student Award of Merit
Meagan Kristine Grimm

Southeastern Academy of Prosthodontics Award
Tyler Mark Howells
Dental Hygiene Honors and Awards

American Association of Public Health Dentistry Dental Hygiene Award
Mariah Michelle Ragsdale

Colgate Student Total Achievement Recognition (STAR) Award
Alexandria Rose Addington

Dental Hygiene Legacy Scholarship
2021-2022 Jessica Michelle Burgess
2022-2023 Farishta Paghmani

Dr. Edrie M. Lohri Dental Hygiene Award
Thalia Almenares Lozada

Hu-Friedy Golden Scaler Award
Savanna Nicole Padron

Kentucky Dental Hygienists’ Association Award
Victoria Donn Marcum

Sigma Phi Alpha Dental Hygiene Honor Society
Jessica Michelle Burgess
Carla Leal Gonzalez
Savanna Nicole Padron
Brittany Ann Puga
Mariah Michelle Ragsdale
Jillian Rae Rickson

Special Dental Hygiene Award for Professionalism
Thalia Almenares Lozada

Special Dental Hygiene Program Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Alexandria Rose Addington
McKenzie Dawn McQueary
Bailey Dianna Saulman
Thalia Almenares Lozada
Madison Andriot Migliore
Hailey Paige Snyder
Jessica Michelle Burgess
Savanna Nicole Padron
Emma Elizabeth Sorgenfrey
Carla Leal Gonzalez
Brittany Ann Puga
Kayla Nichole Winegar
Cassady Nicole Jones
Mariah Michelle Ragsdale

Susan W. Grammer Excellence in Radiology Award
Connie Lin

Connie Lin
Degrees

Doctor of Dental Medicine
Naser Abdelsalam
Osama Abdullah
Austin Allen Ackman
Shivam Amin
Anjesha Antony
Alappatt
John-Paul de Jesus Arias
Ali A. Assaad
Uma S. Ayer
Payam Amin Azizkhani
†† Hannah Rebecca Bergeron
Macie Denise Berry
Ravneet Singh Bhullar
† Natalie Nicole Bobay
Tyler J. Brockman
Chaney Myrcie Brown
Manuela Cadena
Gillian Elise Casey
††† Madison Michelle Chumber
Drake Cambron Coomer
William James Coppess
Justin Taylor Cornett
Kayla Ashton Cotton
Mikai Joseph Critchfield
Stephanie Dawson
Nicole Sanders
Donaldson
Jessica Marie Dornoff
Hunter Thomas Downing
Michael Raymond Drinski
† Alyssa Claire Farmer
†† Isaac Benjamin Feinn
Zaccary R. Fitzsimonds
†† Kayla Leigh Foell
Whitney Free-Jenkins
Kyle Alexander Fries
Bryan A. Gantner
Tristan Logan Glossip
Moriah Gnann
Karla Jennifer Gomez
Justin Gorr
†† Meagan Kristine Grimm
Adam Alexander Guth
†† Brandi Fawn Hall
Rachel Paxton Hartmann
Justin Lee Hollinsworth
††† HeeJue Hong
Tyler Mark Howells
Judith Maria Huerta
Matthew Lawrence Hunsaker
Mina M. Z. Iskander
Armina Janceviciute
Su Min Jeong
† Cailan Christopher Jones
† James Zachary Jones
Harrison Scott Jordan
† Bryce H. Keele
David Myung Hoon Kim
† Josephine Myung-Jin Kim
Andrew James King
Margot Diana King
Brooks Ann Laffoon
Jeanju Lee
Steven Lopez
† Tyler Adamson Low
Drew Neal Maddy
Elizabeth Martinez Montano
† Alec Hunter McDonald
† Katelyn Mae McDowell
† Ryan Patrick McElDowney
†† Evan McElroy
† Logan Charles McIntire
Rachel Abigail Meier
†† Mariam Merayo Godo
Courtney Renea Mickle-Dittrich
Hunter Clark Mitchell
Caitlin Elizabeth Moody
Hannah Joan Morris
Michelle Lynn Moure
Rahma Moursy
Archana Nallasivam
Thu Minh Nguyen
Braden James Nickle
Zayd Suhail Odeh
Chideibere Augustine Okpala
† Nadia Maria Pendleton
Lena Marian Perez
††† Kirsten Elizabeth Peterson
Matthew Ian Petit
Jessica Phelps
Cristen Nicole Phillips
Mitchell William Pierce
† Elaine Margaret Platt
Jamison Case Bruner Richards
Cody Randall Richardson
Andrew Trevor Ricketts
Zoe Madeline Ring
Diana Rivera-Ramos
Jonathan Vazquez Rodriguez
Liset Rodriguez Barrero
Hannah Tracey Ropp
†† Stephanie Nicole Russell
Mahdokht Sadegh Vishkaei
Emma Claire Kennedy Santini
Toni Josephine Schafer
† KUSHANI SHAH
Prachi Shah
Nissa Siddiqi
Adriana Luz Silva
Austin Lee Simmons
Jackson Edwin Skeeters
Shanshan Sun
Sandara Anna SzeF
Kathryn Haag Taylor
† Chandler B. Unfried
Rohit Vadlamani
Jacob Michael Vanitvelt
Benjamin Lewis Vestal
Garrett Lee Wilson
Liying Yuan
††† Jessica Michelle Burgess
Madeline Tillery Byrd
Sydney Patricia Gainey
Andrea Alejandra Hernandez
Amanda Hernandez Perez
†† Cassidy Nicole Jones
†† Carla Leal Gonzalez
† Connie Lin
† Victoria Donn Marcum
Emily Ann McMahon
† McKenzie Dawn McQueary
† Madison Andriot Mighiore
† Savanna Nicole Padron
Farisha Paghmani
† Brittany Ann Puga
† Mariah Michelle Ragsdale
† Jillian Rae Rickson
† Bailey Dianna Saulman
Kristen Lynn Snodgress
† Hailey Paige Snyder
† Emma Elizabeth Sorgenfrey
Sabrina Mary Steger
Tavynn Skylar Thornton
† Kayla Nichole Winegar

Master of Science
Hannah Rebecca Bergeron
Isaac Benjamin Feinn
Bryce H. Keele
Alec Hunter McDonald
Jared Timothy Williams

Bachelor of Science
† Alexandria Rose Addington
† Thalia Almenares Lozada
Veriah J’Bre-Lee Armstrong
Andrayia Phontasia Bowman
Tyler Scott Braasch
≡ Candidate for Cum Laude
≡ Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
≡† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Brandeis Honor Society
Colby Lawrence Birkes          Hannah DePoy Hayden
Emily E. Compton               Alexander Just
Andrew Denning                 Abi Zhang McFarland
Katy Elizabeth Harvey          Jason Raff

Brandeis Inn of Court
Jeremy Arthur Collins          Nia Alise Jolly
Max Edward Cosby               Abigail S. Kenyon
Kathryn Dru Duke               Yahdiel Ivonne Mora
Sarah Nicole Hall              Lauren Evonne Neal

Meredith Book Award for the #1 Top Ranked Graduate
Hannah DePoy Hayden

George William Moss Memorial Award
Hannah DePoy Hayden

Leon Seidman Memorial Awards
Outstanding Commitment to Law and Community Service
Frank Bencomo-Suarez
Payton Bryce Fergus
Abigail S. Kenyon
Yahdiel Ivonne Mora
Lauren Evonne Neal
Abigail Miriam Proffitt
Sophia Kennan Steere
Rachel Elizabeth Utz

Robert C. Jayes Memorial Fund
Outstanding Leadership and Service
Frank Bencomo-Suarez
Kathryn Dru Duke
Jesse Madison Hagan
Nia Alise Jolly
Evan Douglas Mitchell
Allison Grace Orberson-Wiles
Danielle Brooke Tackett

Samuel L. Greenebaum Public Service Award
Nia Alise Jolly
Degrees

Juris Doctor
† Trenton Dean Adkins
†† Connor Shay Allen
††† Chandler Michael Atkins
† Tyler Christopher Belcher
†† Frank Bencomo-Suarez Chadwick Bickley
†† Colby Lawrence Birkes
  Jacob Alexander Bishop
† Dayton Nathaniel Blair
  Sydney Nicole Boatright
† Allison Dawn Bohach
† Briana Nicole Bonham
  Austin Jack Breit
†† Kennedy Ellen Brooks
†† Ashley Ann Brown
† William Wood Brown
** Taylor Kyle Bryant
†† Megan C. Buechler
† Zachary K. Caldwell
  Mark Edward Casi
  Taylor Joann Hunton
  Castelman
†† Jeremy Arthur Collins
††† Emily E. Compton
  Max Edward Cosby
† Sydney Elizabeth Dazzo
† Ryan Davis Didat
† Elizabeth Jane Donahue
†† Kathryn Dru Duke
†† Haley Greer Duncan
†† Amber L. Earlywine
  Olivia Alice Edwardson
  Payton Bryce Fergus
  Tori Jenae Ferrell
†† Jordyn Hayley Fink
† Barry Isaac Gibson
† Christopher Don
  Gregory
† Caitlin Jo Grimes
†† Charles Michael Grosse
†† Anna Jean Guzman-
  Peirano
†† Jesse Madison Hagan
† Matthew David Hall
†† Sarah Nicole Hall
† Merit K. Harris
†† Katy Elizabeth Harvey
†† Hannah DePoy Hayden
† Wyatt Thomas Hillerich
  Christian Rashawn
  Holcomb
† Nick Jordan Horne
†† Twana J. Hume
†† Jacquii Lenee Johns
  Nia Alise Jolly
  Charlotte Elizabeth
  Karnes
  Camry Kelsey
  Abigail S. Kenyon
†† Abby Renea Klaber
†† Logan William Koehring
†† Kylie Anne Krupilski
†† Steven Cole Lancaster
† Morgan Jane LaRosa
† Cameron Nasir Malik
  Lyons
† Christopher H.
  Malpartida
† John Steven Mays
  Helen Frances McArthur
† Daniel Ryan McCray
†† Abi Zhang McFarland
†† Lucy Falkner McIntire
† Lane Sparks McKenzie
  Harris S. Mian
† McKenzie Nicole Miller
  Lucy Key Mills
† Evan Douglas Mitchell
† Amanda Olson
  Montgomery
  Yahdil Ivonne Mora
  Kenan Mujkanovic
  Lauren Evonne Neal
† Megan Paige Nicolaysen
† John Michael O’Connor
† Molly Pierce O’Dea
†† Allison Grace Orberson-
  Wiles
  Karigan Hope Osborne
† Kaycie Blair Polk
  John William Powell
† Reagan Elizabeth
  Prather
†† Abigail Miriam Proffitt
†† Patrick Robert Quire
† Sara Rachel Rastoder
  Matthew Sheridan
  Reddell
† Angela Toledo
  Rothbauer
† Jillian M. Sauer
†† Elizabeth Kaelin Schaaf
† Katherine Elizabeth
  Schmidt
† Isaac Gates Settle
† Sophia Kennan Steere
†† Mitchell Alan Stoltz
†† Connor Elliott Sturgill
†† Krista Lynn Sutherland
†† Danielle Brooke Tackett
†† Lane Marden Thompson
† Elizabeth Ann Tretter
† Gillian Grace Urbaniak
  Rachel Elizabeth Utz
  Vincent Thomas Varano
† Mary Kaitlyn Oates Voet
  Grace Elizabeth Walsh
†† Juels White
†† Gabriella Amanda
  Wirasakti
  Jazmyn Sierra Wood
†† Madison Nicole Wurth

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
** Awarded Posthumously
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Jeanette Comer Noell Award
BSW Student – Courtney Tullock

BSW Emerging Research Scholar Award
BSW Student – Makayla Reinhart

BSW Perseverance Award
BSW Student – Mackenzie Wolz

Public Child Welfare Certificate Recipients
Hallie Arnold
Carrie Hyatt

Bertha Capen Reynolds Award
BSW Student – Keanan Furnish
Masters Student – Lucas Mouton

Beth K. Fields Awards
BSW Student – Juan Baquerizo
Masters Student – Lucas Mouton

Helen Cloud Austin Award
BSW Student – Destiny Jones
Masters Student – Jamieca Jones

Ruth R. Middleman Award
BSW Student – Christi Combs
Masters Student – Natya Kaiser

Sophonisba P. Breckinridge Alumni Award
BSW Student – Elizabeth Pace
Masters Student – Cameron Galloway

Stan Frager Community Service Award
BSW Student – Harmony Lanham
Masters Student – Aimee Wendling

Whitney M. Young Award
BSW Student – De’Coriyanna Garrett
Masters Student – Cameron Galloway

BSW Capstone Project Award
BSW Student – Alexis Buchumi

BSW Field Practicum Award
BSW Student – Anthony Munger

Mary Ann Millet Field Practicum Award
Masters Student – Sebastian Hamilton

Raymond A. Kent Award
Masters Student – Iliana Vanessa De Hoyos Zarate

Most Outstanding Bachelor of Social Work Student
BSW Student – Anthony Munger

Most Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Masters Student – Sebastian Hamilton

Ph.D. names are listed under the Graduate School
Degrees

Master of Science in Couple and Family Therapy
Marissa Lee Barton
D’OnTe Joshua Blount
Kayla Marie Brock-Provencher
Lauren Marie Burrell
Jennifer Ann Coulter
Spechelle Alysia Sierra Goodwin
Nia P. Griffin
Renita Elizabeth Hurriagan
Carsyn Grae Kidwell
Briana Lanel Linney
Alexandra Dawn Pankey
Steven D. Phelps
Nichole Marie Pulfer
Raeann Elaine Stengel
Ellie Stigger
Brenna Teegarden

Kayla Marie Brock-Provencher
Yvonne T. Brooks
Jessica Zoe Callahan
Carley Michele Chestnut
Kate Camille Cobourn
Randall Eric Cole
Marianne McCone Copps
Jennifer Ann Coulter
Isabella R. Cross
Shontelle Leighanne Davis
Chelsea Renee Dawson
Ilana Vanessa De Hoyos Zarate
Brittany Nicole DeMoss
Sophia Leona Douglas
Alexander Eakle
Natalie Renee Evanow
Sarah Ann Baker Finn
Hiba M. Flayyi
Eunique Vytaria Gaither
Darcy E. Galbreath
Danielle Jenay Gallagher
Cameron Jamar Galloway
Roshida Dominek Gigger
Latoya Latrese Giles
Spechelle Alysia Sierra Goodwin
La’Daiza Jorydn Hall
Kelsey Hawkins
Megan Elizabeth Himes
Aliyah Lashawna Hocker
Dataya Javon Hooks
Samantha Leigh Hughes
Tia Humphrey
Diamond Zyaire Jackson
Nekkesia Shuwyne Jackson
Phoebe Aurora James
Akissi A. Rachel Jones
Jamecia A. Jones
Mia Noel Jones
Kati Leighann Karcher
Hunter Lee Knapp
Madison Rene Koch
Emily Lane
Sara Raquel Lane
Briana Lanel Linney
Christine Elise Lipscomb
Michai Janell Lombardi
Caroline Elizabeth Lyle
Imani N. Maddox
Brandy Michelle McKinney
Kailey Elaine McNeil
Jessica Elise McQueary
Gabriel Michael Mills
Caitlin Anna Bitto O’Connell
Caitlin M. Osterhoudt
Rebecca Pairis
Alexandra Dawn Pankey
Suly Denise Perez-Gonzalez
Loretta Janelle Petrosky
Andrew Maxwell
Pettyjohn
Avia Dorit Pinales
Nichole Marie Pulfer
Samantha Joy Revill
Oliver Richardson
Allison Nicole Riney
Mykenzee Shae Roberts
Azria Roby
Abigail C. Rough
Angela Marie Russell
Nick Schulman
Jared Showalter
Angelica Shutt
Sherrita DelCarmen Smikle
Jervassio Ra’mon Smith
Raeann Elaine Stengel
Emma Elizabeth Stevens
Alyssa Taylor
Abigail Paige Vansickle
Santiago Gael Vega-Siurano
Sarah Ward
Joshua Douglas Watkins
Aimee Wendling
Morgan Paige Wilson
Eden Williams

Master of Science in Social Work with Concentration in Alcohol and Drug Counseling

Dariene Ann Sistrunk

Master of Science in Social Work with Concentration in Forensic Social Work

Darlene Ann Sistrunk

Master of Science in Social Work with Concentration in Gerontology

Ulysses John-Allen Clark Jr. III
Shatera Dakota Hampton
Tabitha Sue Kimbro Madison Nicole Ludwig

Master of Science in Social Work with Concentration in Mental Health

Logan Adams
Tatyana Akail Baker
Lindsay Carmickle
Mariah Marie Leah Carpenter
Trys Cool
Katie Noel Crecelius
Master of Science in Social Work with Concentration in Military Social Work

Susan Castro
Ulysses John-Allen Clark Jr. III
Christie Lee Flock
Sheila Colleen Horner
Dawn Suzanne Lankford
Carissa Lee
Amber J. Martell
Angela Marie Russel
Tina Machelle Senesi
Jakerea Lashae Stowers
Madison Vanlandingham

Master of Science in Social Work with Concentration in Psychosocial Oncology

Maresha Katrice Cash
Ulysses John-Allen Clark Jr. III
Karyssa Ann Creager
Stephanie Downs
Margaret Ellen Hamilton
Kyla Brooke Nitzel

Master of Science in Social Work with Concentration in School Social Work

Ulysses John-Allen Clark Jr. III
Kylie A. Connors
Andreyah Janae Crittenden
Natya Lee-Shay Kaiser
Amina Hussein Lugazo
Whitney Rose Randall
Stephanie K. Volpert
Dasia Nicole Woods

Bachelor of Social Work

Haley Noel Arington
Aiden Garvin Arnold
Hallie Elizabeth Arnold
McKenna Raye Aubrey
Juan Carlos Baquerizo
Charles Jason Basham
Shenette M. Bell
Fred Booker
Alexis Buchum
Danielle Cloutier
Breanna Dae Cornetet
Mya Danae Curry
Janice LaShawn Davis
MKyia Nichole Davis
Amara Yazmina Dorsey
Brandi Shante Edwards
Stephanie M. Elbie
Eden Rose Fox
Allison Ann Franklin
Keenan Bruce Furnish
De’Coriyanna Garrett
Courtney Cheyenne Goff
Rorey Elise Hazel
Jasmine Marie Heard
Donajah Marie Herren
Kinley M. Hite
Kaitlyn Dawn Hollar
Destiny Latrece Jones
Kathryn Brooke Jones
Rebekah Carlota Koch

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude

† Courtney Wray Konopinski
†† Tiffany Brooke Leake
††† Sinah Ann Litsey
††† Makenzi Rose Luckett
††† Hannah Marcoplos
††† Joshua Colby Marshall
††† Dakotah Emily Mathews
††† Nellie A. Mcgorty
††† Chad Andrew McGuire
††† Hannah Lucille Mockbee
††† Anthony Lee Munger
††† Anna L. Owens
††† Elizabeth Diane Pace
††† Ariel Michelle Perkins
††† Heather Marie Plant
††† Sierra Poling
††† Kimberly S. Register
††† Makayla Ann Reinhart
††† Abigail Nicole Roof
††† Kara DeAnne Schroader
††† Victoria Nicole Suiter
††† William Robert Peyton
††† Tubbs
††† Courtney Tullock
††† Carrie Ann Tungate
††† Karley Payton Walker
††† Kayla M. Watkins
††† Sidney G. Webber
††† Sarah Rae
††† Winternheimer
††† Mackenzie Irene Wolz
††† Melinda Wood
School of Nursing

Prizes, Honors and Awards

Dean's Award for Highest Scholarship
RN-BSN - Daniel Campanelli
Owensboro - Elizabeth Phillips
Louisville - Ella Rippy

Faculty Award for Professional Nursing
Owensboro - Elizabeth Smith
Louisville - Joesph Fidel

School of Nursing Outstanding Leadership Award
Owensboro - Harley Slaughter
Louisville - Hannah Lithgow

Award for Outstanding Service
Owensboro - William Beau Knott
Louisville - Rahma Abdi

President's Outstanding Graduate
Emmaline Wuensch

The Vicki M. Stogsdill Award (Owensboro)
Harley Slaughter

Masters Entry Into Professional Nursing Outstanding Service Award
Morgan Trischler

Masters Entry Into Professional Nursing Professional Nursing Award
Sofie Underdahl
School of Nursing

Degrees and Certificates

Master of Science in Nursing
Micah Mariah Allen
Martajia T’nay Armstrong
Christina Yvonne Bailey
Taylor Ray Barrickman
Haylee Nicole Braithwaite
Xian Renee Brooks
Laura Mae Ford-Nein
Brittany Ann Hessler
Morgan Hutchens
Natasha James
Wendy M. Knight
Derrick Yusuf Olanrewaju
Garden Wren Paquin
Cortnee Dashele Rankin
Kimberly Yvonne Bailey
Taylor Ray Barrickman
Haylee Nicole Braithwaite
Xian Renee Brooks
Laura Mae Ford-Nein
Brittany Ann Hessler
Morgan Hutchens
Natasha James
Wendy M. Knight
Derrick Yusuf Olanrewaju

Post Master’s Certificate in Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Kimberly Lynne Hall
Lisa Christine Gaines

Post-Graduate Certificate in Pediatric Acute Care Nursing
Jessica Nicole King

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Rahma Sharif Abdi
† Ameerah Joy Abdulnur
Waqar Ahmed
Cassandra Taylor Alexander
Ravin Danielle Alexander
Alicia Anderson
Callie Jo Anson
Martajia T’nay Armstrong
Christina Yvonne Bailey
Melissa Caol Jolly Banton
Taylor Ray Barrickman Miles Ellis Batson
Madeline Jo Bohling
Ansley Elaine Bowlds
Haylee Nicole Braithwaite
Xian Renee Brooks
Brianne M. Burch
Chloe Burns
Lindsey Michelle Bush
Daniel Campanelli
Kaycie Abigail Carpenter
Hayden Elizabeth Clack
Destiny Lenae Cohen
Jayda Lee Cotton
Whitney Sierra Cox
Caroline Kathleen Craig
Emily Kathryn Cridar
Megan Lily Currie
Kaitlynn Rose Darling
Meghan Renee DeWitt
† Alexis Nicole Downs
Katherine Marie Draud
Anna Renee Dugan
Janell Elizabeth Fender
† Joseph Jesse Fidel
Morgan Leigh Fields
† Ian Elliott Ford
Jaime LaShawn Forsythe
Summer Renee Gaw
Rebecca Claire Godfrey
Veronique Goe
† Grace Elizabeth Goedeke
†† Bulmaro Miguel
Gonzalez Ortega
Jasmine Danielle Gude
Madelyn Ann Hawkins
Sapphire Nashae Hawkins
Brittany Ann Hessler
Leaheth Helen Hill
Madison Gabrielle Hinnen
Justin Ho
† Van-Anh Hoang
Courtney Hoke
† McKenzie Jo Hollingsworth
Ann Marie Howard
Ariel Emani Howard
Meghan Rachelle Hunt
† Intisam Ali Husein
Morgan Hutchens
Lisbet Infante Gil
Oumie Jallow
Natalja James
Logan Scott Johnson
Tatiana Faye Johnson
Anna Re’Asia Jones
Nataia Deshae Jones
Alyssa Marie Keith
William Beau Knott
Kennady Anne Krieger
Katherine Marie Kushner
Clinton Lacy
Callie M. Lanham
Lillian Monique Lester
Hannah Marie Lewis
† Hannah Grace Lithgow
Catherine Loy Logsdon
Nathan Michael Long
† Cameron Leigh Martin
Angela Renee Matherly
Dustin Pierce Mattingly
Jai Alexandra McDonald
†† Madeline Blaine McDonald
Tammy L. McKinney
Chelsea Nicole Meals
Kimberly S. Melson
† Lanie Abigail Miller
William Theodore Miller
Amanda Maria Miranda Guilarte
Kelli Catherine Moore
Julia Michelle Moran
Nesrine Mullah
Sheila Nchangue
TaLisha Connetta Nelson
Michelle Angele Nichols
Derrick Yusuf Olanrewaju
Danielle Bretney Pait
Caroline Sarah Palguta
Garden Wren Paquin
Karen Anne Pate
Nensi Patel
Nidhi Patel
Jenny Laura Patterson
† Mary Brooke Peeg
Tayjon Allen Perkins
††† Elizabeth Grace Phillips
† Katherine Elizabeth Poole
Madison Minyarn Pratt-George
Rebecca Dawn Purcell
Cortnee Dashele Rankin
Kyleigh Ryanne Reynolds
Sarah Marie Riggs
Micalal Lynn Riley
†† Ella Render Rippy
Laura Michelle Rohmann
Crisa Shea Ross
Monae Nicole Rucker
Julia Elizabeth Rutledge
Madison Nicole Sallee
Mackenzie Alice Sargent
Claire Saylor

Post Master’s Certificate in Adult Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Stacie Switzer Cheney

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Ashlyn Marie Schoof
Nicholas Carl Schroeder
Patrick Thacker Schwarz
Shaedy Savannah Scott
† Carly Ann Selby
Christina Michelle Sewell
Guletar Shamuradova
Makennah Morgan Shaw
Haylie Rae Shipley
Sarah E. Siever
Amanda Elizabeth Singler
Demi A. Sizemore
Harley Madison Slaughter
Elizabeth Ann Smith
Sydney L. Smith
Hope Isabella Howard Soots
Ayanna Sade Spencer
Dylan Grant Spurlock
Mackenzie Rhayne Stegall
† Katie Kristina Stinson
Celia Dawn Summers
Lindsey Denise Tabor
† Dominic Paul Tomchek
Morgan Kathleen Trischler
† Elizabeth Marie Ufheil
Sofie Tate Underdahl
Maria Verastegui
Akaya Lynn Walker
Danielle Nicole Warren
Nolan Ryan White
Austin True Williams
Gracie Elizabeth Wilson
Gabriella Rose Winstead
Rebecca Elizabeth Woodburn
Emmaline Billie Wuensch
Olivia C. Ziegler

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Student
Chase Herrmann

Dean’s Award
Emmanuel Ezekekwu – Ph.D.
Thomas Harper Dotsey – Master’s
Chase Herrmann – Undergraduate

Graduate Service Award
Aly Esposito

University Honors Scholar
Jaley Faith Adkins
Brooke Hope Lanae Hafling
Lauren S. Taylor
Ruby Young

Delta Omega Honor Society Inductees
Emily Adkins – Master’s
Daniel McGeeney – Master’s
Taylor Candey – Undergraduate
Chase Herrmann – Undergraduate
Siddhesh Kulkarni, Ph.D. – Alum

Mortar Board Honors
Halle Green
Degrees

Master of Public Health
Emily Adkins
Venetia Aranha
Emma Rae Betancourt
Juliana Clarke
Lyrah Grace Fosl
Sara Judith Hanna
Nicholas Dean Herring
Hannah Kay
Emily Nicole Kuhlman
Peyton Lane
Sandrine Mutabazi
Katherine S. O’Connell
Jordi William Ojile
Jershai Angelique Payne
Samuel Joseph Pera
Samaneh Pournaghi
Joshua Rodeheaver
Lawrence Walter Ruff
Dilan Salt
Devin Nicole Swinney

Master of Science
Michael Joseph Allgood
Shehabaldin M.H.A
Alqalyoobi
Nicholas Caminiti
Emily Ann Caragianis
Thomas Harper Dotsey
Aliamne Exposito Gutierrez
Stephen Andrew Fry
Shiza Ikram
Sahil Khanna
Taylor Klein
Julie Anne Klensch
Brittany Anna Kravets
Samantha Lucrezia
Mercy Joelmanu
Macwan
John Daniel McGeeney
Ndah Akwesi Poteh
Lawrence Walter Ruff
Zachary Jacob Senders
Bryan James Snow
Mirza Suljic
Matthew Edward Wallace
Kathryn Elizabeth Weakley
Meredith Hope Willis
Cory T. Zumbar

Graduate Certificate in Biostatistics
James Belmonte
Miranda Kaye Berry
Kaitlyn Taylor Bolte
Tyler Ryan Fritz
Bhishma Raj Joshi
Elizabeth Kagan
Jaganathan Lakshmanan
Robert Allen Lambert
Levi Robert Legler
Simon Alexander Ritchie
Harshini Sarojini
Steven Gremel Schauer
Jonathan Daniel Stallings
Katrisa Madeline Ward
Matthew Raymond Waurio

Bachelor of Arts
† Abigail Barnett
Ashley Jabri Barnett
† Taylor Candey
Jalynn Gabrielle Emanuel
† Hannah Michelle Fulkerson
Aimee Rose Heinecke
†† Chase Palmer Herrmann
Morgan A. Lange
† Kiarra Kaliyah Long
Stephanie Michelle Masters
Tailore Megan McLennan
Carlos-Marcelo Mixon
††† Claudia Ojeda Alberteris
†† Kehinde Moyosore Olayemi
† Tulsa Pokhrel
† Catherine Elaine Schanie
Corinna Jade Soto
Crystal M. White
Mei Rose Whittaker

Bachelor of Science
† Elvina Abbasova
† Jaley Faith Adkins
Benjamin Richard Baker
Courtney Elizabeth Boyd
Trey Anthony Collier
† Elijah Timothy Crowe
† Trinity Dallas
Alyssa F. DeWitt
† Sarandan Paige Donovan
† Emmanuelle Fakunle
† Hallee Anderson Green
† Arushi Gupta
Aliamne Exposito Gutierrez
† Brooke Hope Laniae Hafling
† Paul Edward Harvey
† Josie Maechelle Hornback
† Mia Sarah Jeftic
†† Matthew Johnson
† Alia Fatima Khan
Isaac Kipchumba Kiprop
Makayla Erin Lewis
Morgan Brooke Maddox
Katherine Jane Miller
Lidia Maria Moore
Jordan Amari Murrah
Thao Thi Thanh Nguyen
Goretti Mbamba Ngwej
Madyson Rae
Partenheimer
Sadie Nicole Poynter
James Quirimit
Logan A. Raley
† Breanna Nichole Rottet
Rawan Saleh
†† Brittany Rebecca Smiley
Jessica Morgan Stafford
†† Z’Naja A. Talbott
† Lauren S. Taylor
Dedrick M. Thomas
Reyna Tlamasico
† TaeciAnn Symone White
Heaven Wolfe
††† Ruby Young

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
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Prizes, Honors and Awards

**Lewis S. Streng Award**
Osvaldo Garcia

**Robert C. Ernst Award**
Lauren Elizabeth Evans

**Bennett M. Brigman Award**
Sidharth Sundar

**William S. Speed Award**
Rachel Linder

**Alfred T. Chen Memorial Scholarship Award**
Kyle Spurlock

**J.B. Speed School of Engineering Alumni Award**
Sara Durr

**Outstanding Student Award**
Jacob West

**The J.B. Speed School Leader of the Year Award**
Liliana Martinez

**Co-Op of the Year Award**
Wendy Arreguin
River Braden
Michael Craigmiles
Shane Hesse
Anne Marie Kouokam Simo
Derek Osborne
Madison Russell

**University Honors Scholar**
Kirsten T. Waits

**Mortar Board Honors Society**
Farhiya Awale
Maya Halcomb
Jane Mullen
Garrett Russell
Julia Stegman

**Outstanding Work Scholarship Student Award**
Carson Burch
Avery Kendall
Katelin Shelton

**Tau Beta Pi Award**
Jacob Nance
Jackson Raich

**Bioengineering Department Awards**

**Departmental Alumni Award**
Ahmed Alksas

**Joseph Henry Award In Transitional Bioengineering**
Sienna Shacklette

**Rolando “Chip” Cheng Jr. Memorial Scholarship Award**
Farhiya Awale

**Jerry & Pat Sturgeon Academic Excellence Award**
Trevor Clark

**Mickey R. Wilhelm Achievement Award**
Bryan McLellan

**Judi Olsen Endowed Scholarship**
Marco Munoz

**Best Graduate Student Peer-Reviewed Journal Paper**
Dylan Goodin

**Appki Doctoral Student Exemplary Achievement Award**
Landon Teer

**Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES) Chapter Award**
Caleb Russell
Exemplary Research Scholarship Award
Mohamed Ali  
Yaser Elnakieb  
Ahmed Alksas  
Mohamed Elsharkawy  
Hossam Balaha  
Ahmed Sharafeldeen  
Nagwa El-Baz  
Mohamed Shehata

Exemplary Doctoral Dissertation Award
Ahmed Naglah

Chemical Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Luc Van Speybroeck

Max A. Stoler Memorial Award
Lindsay Eichhold

Chemical Engineering Outstanding Undergraduate Award
Natalie Gerdes

Donald F. Othmer Academic Excellence Award
Cade Miller

Civil & Environmental Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Jake Schneider

CEE Undergraduate Recognition Award
Nevada Lomax

CEE Graduate Recognition Award
Jackson Stewart

Kentucky Section ASCE Scholarship Award
Camille Davis  
Bill Montgomery

Matthew Aldridge Cowan Fellow
Sara Durr  
Jansenne Mitchell  
Jackson Stewart

David Wagner CEE Scholarship Award
Cheyenne Wimsatt

LECHI Scholarship Award
Bryce Dhom

Gordan Scholarship Award
Camille Davis

Whittenberg Construction Scholarship Award
Dylan Jamison

Computer Science Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Kyle Spurlock

John H. Simester Award
Michael Bramer

Raymond I. Fields Award
Collin Dewey

ACM Distinguished Student Award
Grace McClurg

CSE Master of Science Award
Gregory Streever

CSE Arthur M. Riehl Award
Lucas Camino

CSE Outstanding Undergraduate Award
Grace Goff

BACS Outstanding Undergraduate Award
Madison Arnott

Outstanding Online MS CS Award
Katherine Linzy

IEEE Outstanding CSE Student Award
Dedra Dixon  
Emily Dodd

CSE Doctoral Award
Fadoua Khmaissia

Gwong Sun Scholarship Award
Sidharth Sundar

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Samuel Walter Keys  
Shannon Leann Newby

Samuel T. Fife Outstanding Master of Engineering Graduate in Electrical Engineering Award
Ryan Zentner
Samuel T. Fife Scholarship Award
J. Cole Kidwell

M. Gordon Northrup Student Activities Award
Katie Roberts

IEEE Outstanding Student Awards
Jacob Jones
Isaac Malott

Electrical Engineering Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Ruixuan Han

Industrial Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Christopher Kemper

Institute of Industrial Engineers Activity Award
Dalton Sparks

Louis D. Brandeis Scholarship Award
Connor Furnish

American Society For Quality Scholarship Award
Naresh Koju

Industrial Engineering Masters Student Award
Shelby Hogan
Sumedh Mhetre

Industrial Engineering Graduate Student Award
Mahesh Mantha

Industrial Engineering Doctoral Dissertation Award
Sagar Hirpara

Outstanding Rising Junior in IE
Sarah Bogan
Abby Johnson
Jackson Raich

Outstanding Rising Senior in IE
Erin Dirr
Allison Kinnard
Abby Washnock

Outstanding Research Award
Lin Lin

Outstanding GTA Award
Prameet Jha
Sima Shafaei

Outstanding Service Award
Morshed Alam
Khalid Bello

Mechanical Engineering
Departmental Alumni Awards
Julio Izquierdo

Hsing Chuang Award for Excellence in Graduate Study
Ranga Teja Pidathala

American Society of Mechanical Engineers’ Student Section Award
Jacob West

Mechanical Engineering Department Academic Achievement Awards
Logan Ballard
Lauren Evans
Vy Pham
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Engineering in Bioengineering
Nathaniel John Alexander
Mary Elizabeth Baxter
Olivia Susan Cooney
Randi Breanne House
Caleb Allen Vaughn

Master of Engineering in Chemical Engineering
Braydan John-Christopher Daniels
Michael Travis LaRoche

Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering
Eleanor Therese Carrico
Abigail Grace Crites
William Gustaf Davis
Derek John Donnelly
Sara Beth Durr
Karina Marie Henson
Ryan Joseph Hiatt
Lynn Lee Jackson
McKenna Lee Jobe
Briana Sansouci
Kozlowski
Jansenne Page Mitchell
Elizabeth Marika Youart

Master of Engineering in Computer Science and Engineering
Abubakar A. Abukar
Osvaldo Garcia
Almaguer
Meghan Marie Mihaljevic
Phillip Nathan Walker

Master of Engineering in Electrical Engineering
Adam C. Eliasen
Stavan Vimal Patel
Spencer Patrick Sherlock
Logan Alexander
Wibberley
Ryan Charles Zentner

Master of Engineering in Engineering Management
Branson Alexander Kinsey
Christopher Thomas Knaster
Ivette Del Carmen Marte
Anastazia Dianne Morelli
Dhan Niroula
Daniel James Polakowski
Joshua Lawrence Rohde
Sabreen Shaik
Tanya Sinha
Kelby Lane Tate
Brett Thomas Wainz
Robert Michael Whitener

Master of Engineering in Environmental Engineering
Suzzanne Conover

Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity
Ian Francis Benney
Ruben Aron Costea
Osvaldo Garcia
Almaguer
Joe Paul Malik

Graduate Certificate in Data Science
Bradley Adams
James Thomas Corcoran
Jonathan David Dillow
Miles Joseph Taylor

Graduate Certificate in Environmental Engineering
Suzzanne Conover

Graduate Certificate in Six Sigma
Via Paola Dumoran
Aaron McKannan
Brett Thomas Wainz

Graduate Certificate in Structural Engineering
Raymund Wesley Punzalan
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

With Highest Honors

Fatmeh Anwar Ibrahim
Colby Baxter Key
Davinto Akma Rizquilla
Koentjoro
Benjamin Robert Kratt
Ryan Chase LeBeau

With Honors

Jackson Christopher
Matheis
Luke Anthony Otte

With High Honors

Tyler Isaiah Boyer
Payton Nicole Scott
Darrell Ikemefuna
Ugboaja

With Honors

Kaya Ann Wall
Brandon Michael
Watkins

Sophie Eileen Zeamer

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

With Highest Honors

Wendell Conrad
Richmond
Joshua Darrin Riddell

With Honors

Cristian Rodriguez Pena
Tim Byrd Roszell
Olivia Amodei Sapp
William T. Smart
Bilen Alem Tella

With High Honors

Matthew Cameron
Tharp
Cian Elliott Toole
Christopher Trombley
Brenda Uribe
Zachary Wade
Calvin F. Wu

With Honors

Nathan David Zabloudil

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering

With Highest Honors

With Honors

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

With Honors

With High Honors

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

With Highest Honors

With Honors

With High Honors

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

With Honors

With High Honors

With Highest Honors
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mohamed Abdirizaq Adan
Catherine Marie Allgeier
Andrew Landon Barber
‡ Nathan Alexander Block
John Henry Booth
Bryce Robert Bornhorn
Matthew Joseph Brewer
Noah Michael Brooks
† Madelyn Kay Brueederle
Katie Burton
‡ Omar Calixtro
Jordan Tyler Casey
Garrett Tyler Clem
Logan Gregory Clifford
†† Drake Roger Crosby
Phillip Le Doan
Brendon Scott Dodge
†† Lauren Elizabeth Evans
Connor M. Fink
James Randalott Fowler
Rachel Marie Gambrell
† Adam Edward Garey
†† Nathan William Hammond
Francisco Emiliano Jauregui
Joshua Stanford
Johnson
† Carson Edward Kastensmidt
Kendrick Turner Kepley
Aaron Scott Lanham
Austin Thomas LeBert
Rachel Lillian Linder
Samuel John Little
Jonathan Allen LoBiondo
Gabriel Alejandro Majano Miranda
‡† Nace S. Mattingly
Joshua Everett Mayfield
‡ Aidan Lloyd Mccloy
Tyler James McCubbin
Warren Mark McWilliams
Keaton William Meyerratken
Daniel Ethan Michels
Michael Russ Miller
‡† Drew Jacob Muench
††† Justin David Murphy
Fatou Ndiaye Gerhardus Johannes
Olde Loohuis
† Felicity Michaela Peebles
† Jalyn Lavelle Perry-Bell
Emilee Victoria Pieper
Jacob Dylan Pruitt
† Jordan Bailey Reed
† Nicholas Alexander Richter
† Jacob Allen Robinson
Julius Michael Roemer
†† Nathan Edward Romes
† Madison Calder Russell
† Damian Lee Schwarber
Kassandra Michelle Schweitzer
Trayvon James Devon Scott-Prince
Zachary Lloyd Selby
† Sarah E. Sweeney
Jacob Artest Thomas
† Alexander Lenkov Vanev
Austin Wayne Warren
Sophie A. Wegenast
††† Jacob Hunter West
Nathan Skyler Wyatt
† Hung-Wei Yu

† With Honors
‡ With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduating Senior Award
Benjamin Carter

Sixty First Annual Alumni Award
Tina Slone

Helen Boswell Award in Music Education
Sam Riddick

School of Music Senior Award for Academic Achievement
Alison Addie  Mayur Gurukkal  Logan Myers
Mackenzie Aldridge  Taylor Hamm  Paul Pfeifer
Luke Anderson  Liam Hedrick  Aimee Quinn
Cameron Bilek  Brooklyn Ivey  Sam Riddick
Hannah Broomhall  Nathaniel Jackson  Levi Rigot
Jackson Brummett  Samantha Lamkin  Tina Slone
Benjamin Carter  James Layton  James Max Taylor
Henry Davidson  Sarah Martel  Carley VanMeter
Logan Florence  Angel Mason  Brianna Whittle
Hannah Gibson  Madeleine McGinnis  Rachel Wilson
Austin Glover  Kennedy McCollam
Camron Gooden  Molly Melahn

Pi Kappa Lambda Inductees

Graduate Students
Misaki Hall
Stephanie Hile
Diego Jose Da Silva
Joseph Leites
Vincent Simon
Varissara Tanakom

Undergraduate Students
Samantha Lamkin
Sam Riddick
Degrees

**Master of Music**
- Noah Scott Bruce
- Sophia Elizabeth Crowder
- Andrew Elliott Doub
- Ivo Andre Ferigra
- Proano
- Robert Maxwell Greenwald
- Misaki Joyce Anne Hall
- Stephanie Lynn Hile
- Katherine Lynne Jordan
- Diego Jose Da Silva
- Siwon Kim
- Joseph Anthony Leites
- Yu Hao Li
- Joshua Bradley Ling En Lowery
- Peter Gordon Aubrey Meyer
- Kasym Moldogaziev
- Joseph Michael Piellucci
- Shawntrice Montavia Radford
- Vincent Timothy Simon
- Timothy Paul Sutton
- Varissara Tanakorn
- Angkun Uabamrungjit
- Louisa Graf Wimmer

**Bachelor of Arts**

†† Alison Claire Addie Garrett George Bunn Michael Garrett Dennis Myung H. Greenwalt Cameron Ashonti Otis Matthews
†† Levi Wayne Alan Rigot Carley Lynn VanMeter Madison Kathleen Rose Wallace

**Bachelor of Music**


† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Outstanding Graduate in the College of Business
Anna Marie Hylen

Outstanding Graduate in Accountancy
Vinh Tan Pham

Outstanding Graduate in Bachelor of Business Administration
Layla Asaad Alkinani

Outstanding Graduate in Computer Information Systems
Megan Nicole Tharp

Outstanding Graduate in Economics
Anna Marie Hylen

Outstanding Graduate in Equine Business
Abigail Kaye Epperly

Outstanding Graduate in Finance
Sebastian Corro Gormaz

Outstanding Graduates in Management
Magdalena Vee Foster
Haydn Alexander Graffeo

Outstanding Graduate in Marketing
Madison Ruth Luther

College of Business Alumni Award for Outstanding Senior
Anna Marie Hylen

Omicron Delta Kappa Outstanding Graduating Senior Award
Madison Ruth Luther

Louis A. Grief Outstanding Senior in Accountancy
Dawn Nikolai

Outstanding Senior in Bachelor of Business Administration
Layla Asaad Alkinani

Outstanding Senior in Computer Information Systems
Megan Nicole Tharp

Carl E. Abner Outstanding Senior in Economics
Anna Marie Hylen

The Robert G. Lawrence Outstanding Seniors in Equine Business
Abigail Kaye Epperly
Madeline Grace Miller

Outstanding Senior in Finance
Sebastian Corro Gormaz

Outstanding Senior in Management
Lauren Marie Lambert

Outstanding Senior in Marketing
Madison Ruth Luther

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Accounting
Vinh Tan Pham

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Bachelor of Business Administration
Layla Asaad Alkinani

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Computer Information Systems
Megan Nicole Tharp

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Finance
Alexa Grace Ketchem

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Management
Magdalena Vee Foster
Haydn Alexander Graffeo

Woodrow M. Strickler Leadership Award in Marketing
Abbey C. Thompson
Academic Achievement in Economics
Parker Bannister          Hannah Heacock          Blake Pokora
Koby Michael Batts       Anna Marie Hylen       Ethan Volk
Jacob G. Bullock         Tate Kuehner
Lucas Christian Fields   Kelsey Miller

Mortar Board Scholar
Abigail Kaye Epperly

University Honors Scholars
Anna Marie Hylen          Madeline Grace Miller
Mackenzie Elizabeth Jackson    Vinh Tan Pham
Fallon Paige McAllister      Abbey C. Thompson

Second Lieutenant Commissions, United States Air Force
Travis Wayne Amburgey
Robert Dylan Stepp

Second Lieutenant Commission, United States Army
Stefan Thomas Clarkson
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Business Administration

Petrina Abdallah Boakye
Δ Erin Elise Adams
Δ Jacob Mastin Allen
Δ Clayton Amshoff
Δ Erin Ruth Arnold
Δ Kathryn Alyssa Arvizu
Δ Imran Aslam
Δ David Richard Aylor
Δ Tara Jane Balach
Nicole Behanna
Omer Bilivogui
Δ Alexandria Nicole Birdwell
Δ Benjamin Robinson Blessing
Δ Adam Winston Bolin
Δ Ravinder Singh Brar
Δ Clayton K. Brown
Δ Justin Lawrence Brown
Δ Kyle Burdorf
Δ Nicholas Busby
Δ Jordan Lee Butterfield
Δ Hayden Lee Cammack
Bree'Ana Renee Carey
Δ Robert Logan Carlisle
Δ Steven Douglas Cayton
Δ Kellen Bo Yung Choi
Δ Wesley E. Christmas
Δ Kenneth Spencer Clan
Δ Terrence Joseph Colley
Δ Brian Scott Combs
Δ Allison Elaine Comings
Δ Devon G. Cowherd
Δ Austin Ellis Cox
Δ Autumn Elizabeth Crane
Δ Terre Ver Scott Crider
Kelly Elizabeth Cruthirds
Connor Cude
Δ Johnson Phil Dang
James Ray Dillahun
Richard Eiferman
Malik Eubank
Δ Colin W. Evans
Δ Harper Rene Fearneyhough
Hannah Marie File
Hanson Reed Finley
Nicholas Edward Fischer
Δ Tyler Fox
Δ Gregory Paul Frist Jr.
Δ Sabrina Arcilla Fussenegger
Merdi Fwelo
Jael Gago
Δ David Kyle Garrison
Δ Jennifer Haley Gatlin
William Hernan Giesler
Δ Aaron J. Goodman
Δ Shane Taylor Greenwell
Gray William Gupton
Δ Hannah Hardison
Δ Alexandra Paige
Hargadon Knauss
Δ Jeffrey Edward Hellmann
Δ Jayan Samod
Δ Hewaparakrama
Δ Austin Slade Hickman
Δ Alexander Bennett Hoekstra
Matthew Ryan Holliday
Michael W. Holmes
Δ Joshua Michael Howard
Δ Julian Shey Hurley
Δ Pradeep Kumar Mandya Javarayee
Charles Joshua Johnson
Δ Cinthia Eliza Trabanino Juarez
Δ Leah Kahne
Δ Shilpa Ashutosh Kale
Kevin Scott Kays
Δ Mitchell Andrew Keiter
Muhammad Babar Khokhar
Δ Kyah Amber King
Ryosuke Kinoshita
Δ Scott Kisling
Δ Dijana Knezevic
Δ Elliott Jackson Law
Philip Chris Lenos
Brian Edward Lewis
Tiffany Marie Lewis
Δ Lauren Padussis Lydon
Sean Patrick Madden
Jessica Ann Mahoney
Δ Kody Layne Maikranz
Δ Alexandria Malone
Δ Sophie Marshall
Isaac Nord Martin
Miracal Renee Martin
Sarah Elizabeth McArter
Kevin Mcauley
Δ William Thomas McClure
Δ Kelsey Clare McCrudden
Δ Ethan Emil McNary
Shawn Christopher Miles
Δ Dylan Moody
Δ Jacob Craig Moore
Δ Hank Martin Mullins
Δ Amelia Morley Murray
Δ Eric Scott Nachreiner
Δ David Andrew Nett
Δ Stephanie Margaret Nettleship
Austin Newman
Δ Huy Dinh Nguyen
Mason Caterina Northcutt
Δ Matthew Noskov
Δ Joshua Adam Oestreicher
Δ Bradley Olges
Reginald Russell Owens
Ramandeep Singh Pangli
Δ Treven Bryce Parker
Alisa Paresh Patel
Aaron Peppers
Charles Corey Perdue
Δ Nathaniel Gregory Pritchard
Δ William Dean Proctor
Δ Chithra P. Ram
Δ Gopinath Prabu Ramaraj
Δ Patrick Raymond
Christian Alex Reed
Δ Rachel Dawson Reimers
Δ Tek Rizal
Δ Tregan Roberts
Δ William Taylor Routh
Brandalynn Denise Rudd
Δ Saad Saleem
Δ Beverly G. Santamouris
Δ Daniel Schrodt
Δ Aleczander Josef Serna
Rudolph Cedric Shelton
Terone Arnez Shepard
Δ Tonya Collette Shive Augustine
Δ Rifet Siljkovic
Δ Alexandra Rose Silvenail
Δ Shantelle Nicole Smith
Δ Bradley Spencer
Δ Olivia Sprague
Δ Krista Toenjes Stahly
Δ Connor M. Stewart
Δ Kenneth Randal Stewart
Δ Dianna K. Stover
Δ Amrita Talukdar
Δ Porsche R. Thompson
Δ Haley Nicole Tinsley
Δ Emilie Frances Torelli
Δ Daniel A. Turner
Δ James D. Turpin Jr.
Δ Derek Edward Turtle
Δ Silpa Varanasi
Δ Prayag Darshak Vatsraj
Δ Julia R. Vogt
Δ Nicole Marie Wadell
Δ Mary Riney Wallitsch
Δ Matthew Tyler Wilcher
Δ Jared Herbert Williams
Δ Jan Edward Woolford
Δ Meredith Joy Wreford
Δ Giles Hubert Wright
Δ Emily Nicole Yadon
Δ Jun Zhao

Graduate Certificate in Distilled Spirits Business

Imran Aslam
Lana Renee Stilger Eagleton
Hannah Hardison
Δ Alexander Bennett Hoekstra
Δ Milo Kaciak
Δ Mitchell Andrew Keiter
Scott Kising
Sean Patrick Madden
Δ Alexandria Malone
Sophie Marshall
William Thomas McClure
Δ Austin Newman
Δ Louis William Shepard
Δ Rifet Siljkovic
Δ Nicholas Blake Solak
Braden Spencer
Olivia Sprague
Robert Strys

Δ Candidate for Distinction
† Candidate for Honors
‡ Candidate for High Honors
+++ Candidate for Highest Honors
Peter A. Trice IV
Daniel Turner
Prayag Darshak Vatsraj
Christopher Weaver Jr.
Charisse Holli Woods
Emily Nicole Yadon

Graduate Certificate in Family Business Management and Advising
Brian Scott Combs
Shane Taylor Greenwell
Alexandra Paige
Hargadon Knauss
Bradley Olges
Mary Riney Wallitsch

Graduate Certificate in Franchise Management
Jacob Mastin Allen
Malik Eubank
Erin Dianne Frick
Austin Slade Hickman
William Eric Johnson
Tiffany Marie Lewis
Lauren Padasius Lydon
Ethan Emil Frick
Paulette J. Noel
Treven Bryce Parker
Cinthia Eliza Trabanino
Juarez

Graduate Certificate in Horseracing Industry Business
Logan Tate Hopper
Alec Joseph Pezuti
Tammy T. Simon
Sarah L. G. Springer
Sean P. Williams
Theresa Renee Windsor

Graduate Certificate in Managerial Analytics
Erin Elise Adams
Clayton Amshoff
David Richard Aylor

Bachelor of Arts in Economics
Parker Alexander Bannister
Anna Marie Hylen
Aidan Walsh Petrello

Bachelor of Business Administration
Khaka Acharya
Ram Acharya
Alison Claire Addie
Layla Asaad Alkani
Kevin Michael Amos
Jolene E. Ballard
Tiffany Nicole Banet
Johnathon Tyler Benson
Allison Richelle Callahan
Ashley Lynn Chamberlain
Douglas L. Clark
Ethan David Coury
Whitman Henry Czajkowski
Catherine Helm Dean
Nora Emadidean El Farra
Brandon Michael Elsbury
Kevin Ramin
Fathalizadeh
Sadie N. Finley
Heather Faye Flowers
Kenneth Richard Frank
Miles Alexander Frazier
Dylan Ray Gambill
Brian Marie Giannese
Alex Paul Graf
Rahel Kiros hailu
Eric Joseph Harbrecht
Tyler Letrell Hawkins
Ellie Layne Hayden
Tylen Renard Howard
John Tyler Jaggers
Jacob Alan Johnson
Maximilian Douglas Karduck
McKenna Bootes
Keesaer
Connor N. King
Anna MaryGrace Knowles

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Aaron A. Agtuca
Zitlaly Iratze Alcantara
Travis Wayne Amburgey
Steven Tyler Ames
Justin Anderson
Marlena Antoinette Auch
Andrea Isabel Ballena
Lyndsie Paige Bartley

† Candidate for Honors
†† Candidate for High Honors
††† Candidate for Highest Honors
Camryn Danielle Becker
† Logan Matthew Beechem
Katie Beiler
† Ashlyn Brooke Bell
Johnathon Tyler Benson
†† Michael Thomas Bergamini
Asmat Bibi
Carly Michelle Bisher
† Michael Paul Bishop
† Mitchell Patrick Blasdel
† William Kyle Blevins
† Natalie Jane Blume
Dylan Chase Boehmlein
Mark Edward Bohn
Alaina Grace Brauer
Christian Gage Brockman
Tristen Clay Bromagen
Ethan Gregory Brown
Kathryn BreeAnne Brown
Alexis Madison Bruszewski
Raven Symone Bryant
† Faysal Ammar Bulbul
Isabella Yvonne Bungcayao
† Rachel Catherine Bush
Claire M. Bushur
†† Bryce Davis Cadima
† Andrew Joseph Campbell
Madison Danielle Campbell
Jacob Paul Carr
Alexia Gabriel Carter
Brendon Andrew Carter
† Samantha Noelle Cato
Gabriela Isabel Cedeno Avila
Emily Grace Charnota
†† Dejiang Chen
† Peter Chen
Salik Naveed Chowhan
Brooke Christopher
† Stefan Thomas Clarkson
Jared Stephen Coffman
† Logan A. Coleman
Isaiah James Collins
Lucas Christopher Connelly
Zachery Robert Cooper
†† Sebastian Corro Gormaz
† Ashley Rose Crawford
Elijah Reed Crider
Kevin Michael Davidson
Jack P. DeLorenzo
Branden Tyler DeWitt
Angela Kim Do
† Kylea Anne Dobson
Woni Dong
Michael Richard Eastman
† Skyler Naomi Elliott
Amelinda Emic
† Abigail Kaye Epperly
Nicholas Hunter Evans
† Parker Bryant Evans
Emily Kay Fagan
Chase Celeste Falkner
Lorena Farinas
Moragues
† Amanda Gail Farmer
†† Jenna Marie Fehrenbacher
Carl Andrew Fletcher
† Jacob William Forcht
Jackson Lee Fore
† Magdalena Vee Foster
† Antonio Bernard Fox
Preslee Michael Francis
Kenneth Richard Frank
David Carter Franklin
† Hunter Lee Freeman
Louis Cole Fritz
Jack Thomas Gall
Samuel Vincent Gercak
Julien Brennitz
Giscombe
† Chloe Louise Goff
† Zachariah Samuel Gonzalez
Alex Paul Graf
† Haydn Alexander Graffeo
†† Jaelyn Jamaal Gray
Steven Joseph Grimme
† Chase David Grimshaw
Alexandra Sedona Guadagnoli
Ryan Ha
Joshua Dale Hamilton
† Sebastian Lee Hamilton
Aquazia Renee Hamler
Wyatt Evan Hanks
Emmett Louis Hardin Jr.
Adam M. Harlow
† Drew Michael Harris
Tucker Matthew Harris
Austin Dale Harrison
† Emma Katheryn Harrison
Samuel Preston Hatter
Jeremy Hawkins
† Riley Grace Hawks
† Abigail Elise Hay
Eric Nathaniel Haycraft
Tariq Hemrekovic
Thomas William Hendren V
Jacob Franklin Henn
Jordan K. Alfonso
Hennemann
Karina Hernandez
Nicole Elizabeth Heuker
† Nicole Lyn Hineman
Benjamin Michael Holleran
Samantha Saundra Jean Holobinko
† Yen Hsieh Hsu
† Zachariah Nicholas Hurley
Daniel Jonathan Hutchins
† Mackenzie Elizabeth Jackson
Drake Tanner Justen
Rachel Elizabeth Justus
† James Arthur Kehoe
† Alexa Grace Ketcham
† Sydeny Nicole Kirchenheiter
† Mackayla Brooke Kisegy
Joseph Hamilton Klumpp
Anna MaryGrace Knowles
Norika Konno
Emina Kovacevic
Karli Jo Kramer
† Lauren Marie Lambert
† Evan Ching Le
† Tu Le
Noah Ponciano Leon
Kasey Elisabeth Logsdon
† Austin Matthew Lovelace
Wei Lu
Michael Luong
† Madison Ruth Luther
† Roman Olegovych
Lytvychenko
Vy T. Ma
Alexus Monique Maddox
Noah Howard Mansfield
Josephine April Martin
Noah Curtis Mascle
Ashley Mathis
† Morgan Elizabeth Matthews
William Matthew Maurer
Fallon Paige McAllister
Matthew Michael McClain
† Madison T. Mcdowell
† Julianna Elizabeth McGrath
Reina Mejia-Perez
† Madeline Grace Miller
Zachary Glenn Minor
† Corinne Marielle Mobley
† Candidate for Highest Honors
†† Candidate for Honors
† Candidate for High Honors
† Candidate for Highest Honors

College of Business
60
†† Anna Chloe Spikes
Christopher Ryan Spillman
Brian Joseph Splane
Brittany Spruill
Isabella Faith Spurling
Mikayla L. Stearman
† Alexa Julianne Steffens
Bradley J. Steiner
Robert Dylan Stepp
Grace C. Stevie
Trey Austin Swan
Taylor Lynn Swindle
Aoi Takeuchi
Pranav Narasimha Talluri
†† David Tang
Amna Tariq
††† Megan Nicole Tharp
Hannah Rose Thomas
††† Abbey Caroline
Thompson
Allison R. Thompson
†† Nhu Tran
Stephanie Le Tran
Cristiano Nicola Trojani
James Andrew Turner
† Hailey Van Lith
Carley Lynn Vanmeter
† Auriane Elise Viola
Benjamin J. Vivona
† Dylan Thomas Walsh
†† RongQin Wang
Matthew J. Watson
† Evan Thomas Webster
Nicole Y. Webster
Justin M. Wells
Nathan Elliott Wiggins
Connor N. Williams
†† Elizabeth Catherine
Wolfe
Anissa Faye Wood
Jason Alexander Wyatt
James Braden Wylie
Kristine Carol Zsigray

Bachelor of Science in Business Economics
Ethan Gregory Brown
Carl Andrew Fletcher
Harrison Cole Goldberg
†† Hannah Morgan
Heacock
Parker Robert Joyce
Tate Patterson Kuehner
Jonah Ruben Leyvas
† Kelsey Mary Miller
Benjamin Otten
†† Blake Robert Pokora
† Ethan D. Volk

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Accounting
Randal Lee Decker
Olivia Mikal DeVoy
William Jessy Nethery

Certificate in Franchise Management
Abigail Kaye Epperly

† Candidate for Honors
†† Candidate for High Honors
††† Candidate for Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate and Banner Bearer
Neel Lalbhai Patel

Department of Army ROTC Distinguished Military Graduates
Chase Dustin Brown
Patricio Esteban Sobarzo Cabezas
John Miles Morelli
Nahjier Z. Williams

George C. Marshall Leadership Award
Chase Dustin Brown

Department of Elementary, Middle, and Secondary Education

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education
Emily Paige Tudor

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Middle and Secondary Education
Aaren William Sexton
Azahria Lanee Woodard

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - English
Megan Myers McKinney
Jason Isaac Spradlin

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Social Studies
Spencer James Chowning

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Mathematics
Ellen Marie Grant Ombati

Outstanding Student Teacher - Elementary Education
Kristen Taylor Amos
Peyton Rebecca Cox

Outstanding Teacher Resident - Elementary Grades
Kurnisha N. Craig
Jacob Elmore
Le Anna King
Makala Wright

Outstanding Teacher Resident - Secondary Grades
Michaela Eades
Mary Helen Hamilton
Robyn E. Miller

Outstanding Teacher Resident – Learning Behavior Disorders
Desirae Harper-Payne

Multicultural Teacher Recruitment Program Graduates
Elisha Adonnice Calhoun
Tyler James Harris
Charlene Diones Lalata
Melanie McCausland Noguera
Rohit Wason

Department of Special Education, Early Childhood, and Prevention Science

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Kristen Taylor Amos
Audrey Ann Browning
Clotie La’Quinn Alexandria Simmons

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Elementary Education
Shelby Elizabeth Baird
Bailey Nicole McMahan
Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Learning and Behavior Disorders
Carson Tuscany

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Melanie McCausland Noguera
Miranda Marie Pleshek

Outstanding Student Teacher - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Jayne P. Seif
Paige Shank
Clotie La’Quinn Alexandria Simmons

Outstanding Student Teacher - Elementary Education
Nora Rose Jersild

Outstanding Student Teacher - Learning and Behavior Disorders
Emily Paige Tudor

Outstanding Student Teacher - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Mackenzie Elizabeth Mahler

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Zachary Ty Fisher

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader in Elementary Education
Jennifer Shain

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Kristin Ila Mercer

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader Autism and ABA, MEd in ASD/ABA, MEd in LBD, MEd in MSD
Sophia Marie Norberg

Outstanding Professional Disposition Award
Kristen Taylor Amos
Nora Rose Jersild
Mackenzie Elizabeth Mahler
Emily Paige Tudor
Carson Tuscany

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader/Autism and ABA
Kendall Perry Shook

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Applied Behavior Analysis
Haley Noel Kirchner

Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation
Serena Justine Wheeler

Excellence in Early Childhood Education Award
Lexie Wynn Beauchamp
Audrey Ann Browning

Joe Wilkes Award for Outstanding Student Teacher of Elementary Education
Bailey Nicole McMahan

Delta Zeta Award Special Education: In honor of Gladys George Corley and Julia Heil Sikora
Miranda Marie Pleshek

Outstanding Master of Education Student for Middle/Secondary
Emily Nicole Wiseheart

Department of Leadership, Evaluation and Organizational Development

Outstanding Doctorate of Education Student Award
Rachelle Bramlage-Schomburg

Outstanding Education Specialist (Ed.S.) Student Award
Savanna Brook Brumley
Trevor Lars Collinsworth
Fahryn Rose Crenshaw
Lindsey Nicole Gilpin

Blake Haselton Community Change Agent
Danielle Hamilton
Hans Probst
Outstanding Master of Arts Student in Higher Education Administration
Mary Jennifer Tullock

Outstanding Military Student in Higher Education Award
Jason Tristen Blanco
Seth Richard Hartmann
Jessica Elizabeth Little

Outstanding Professional Application in Higher Education Award
Marija Sasek-Bautista
Beverly Lynn Wagner
Shirley Lin Wu

Outstanding Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging Outreach in Higher Education Award
Michelle Erin Hauprich

Outstanding Organizational Leadership & Learning (OLL) Student Award
Christopher Houston Benge
Carolyn Rebecca Carter
KenEdy Ray Hartford
Delondo Antione Miles

Malcolm S. Knowles Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Christopher Houston Benge
Carolyn Rebecca Carter
Delondo Antione Miles
Daniel Warren Pardue
Markita Williams

Organizational Leadership and Learning Community Engagement Award
Erika Jeanine Glenn
Johnneisha M. Henning-Thomas

Christopher Frey Military Learner Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Nahjier Z. Williams

Resilience Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Christopher Houston Benge
Carolyn Rebecca Carter
Susan Leanne Ginem
Daniel Warren Pardue
Ashlee Bourjaily Rodenhauser

Human Resource Education Community Engagement Award
Camille Latasha Jones
Amy Moore
Ari Dion Norton

R. Wayne Pace Award - Human Resource Education
Markiesha Andrea Crawford
Diana J. Curran
Brenda Lee Marshall

Sheila D. Bridgeman Student Collegiality Award
Bethany Rose Fomby
Tommie Lee Fulp
Matthew Michael Golitko
Natasha Riedel-Stoeltje
Amy Kathleen Tesky

Department of Health and Sport Sciences

Outstanding Undergraduate Student – Exercise Science
Adeline Grace Farrington
Rachel Marie Morgan Lifson

Outstanding Graduate Student – Exercise Physiology
Carley Anne Lowe

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award – Sport Administration
Emily Louise Bridges

Outstanding Graduate Student Award – Sport Administration
Cameron Christopher Short

Outstanding Online Undergraduate Student – Sport Administration
Chi-Bin Chen

Outstanding Online Graduate Student Award – Sport Administration
Cortney VanLiew

Outstanding Scholar-Athlete Award- Sport Administration
Paige Nicole Mccormick
Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Physical Education Preparation
Tyler James Harris

William Weinberg Award for Outstanding Graduate Student – Physical Education Teacher Preparation
Lyron D. Murphy

John Heldman Academic Achievement Award
Laura Mariel Barito
Adam Boren
Krista Annette Curley
Thomas Harrison Lotspeich
Neel Lalbhai Patel

Sherrill E. Brakmeier Award
Emily Louise Bridges
Hunter Marcel DeRouck
Jenna Marie Hensley

Joseph R. Trabue Award
Michael Joseph McCarthy
Grayson Loftland Shuck
Paul L. Witmer

Ellis J. Mendelsohn Award
Cole David Serna Harrison

Clark F. Wood Award
John Edward Campbell
Brian J. Gscheidle
Cheyenne Aaliyah Jones

Sue Hall Award
Lyron D. Murphy

Savannah Walker Award for Social Justice
Kayla Diane Jones

Department of Counseling and Human Development

Outstanding Graduate - College Student Personnel Program
Faith Noel Miller

Outstanding Student in Mental Health Counseling Program
Madison Jean Malloy

Outstanding Student in School Counseling
Madison Ely Akins-Banman
Megan Christine Dallam
Daniel M. McCarthy

College Student Personnel Program Excellence in Scholarship Award
Sarah Cecilia Nuñez

Outstanding Graduate in Art Therapy Program
Jessica Rose Gieske

College Student Personnel Community Engagement Award
Amber Nicole Corvin
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts
Deryck Craig Adriano
Jelesa Lynelle Anthony-Hall
Jason Tristen Blanco
Derya Boydston
Chad Alan Boyer
Jacqualyn F. Casazza
James D. Darden
Brian Pierce DeGori
Kameron Jamar East
Steven W. Fleming
William Randolph Hale II
Michael Dennis Hardman
Ron A. Harris
Patrick Cogswell Hart
Seth Richard Hartmann
Michelle Erin Hauprich
Anthony Head
Matthew Harty Hyszczak
Nicholas A. Irvin
Christopher Ryan
Jackson
Amanda L. Johnson
Jarrod Gregory Jones
Khalil Rasheed Jordan
Christopher Dennis
L’Heureux
Nathan R. Linse
Jessica Elizabeth Little
Nelson Magdriel Marquez Fuentes
Kaelah McMonigle
Joseph Kade Meade
Collin Blake Melton
Amar Misimovic
Erin Elrod Nash
Shay Patton
Brian Obinna Pauls
Xavier Perez
Matthew Daniel Plunkett
Austin Tyler Prevallet
Arran Alexander Rounds
Sergio Alejandro
Salguero Castaneda
Felice Arnez Sallie
Marija Sasek-Bautista
Joaquín Antonio Segura
Ragille Jaquan Sims
Ryon T. Skiles
Anthony LaBrone Smothers
Kyle A. Surridge
Brandon David Tabor
Blake Anthony Tallon-Williams
Mary Jennifer Tullock
Nicholas Joseph VanSlyke
Jamie Vasilou
Beverly Lynn Wagner
Ian Thomas Weimer
Brian Michael Wood
Shirley Lin Wu
Heather Michelle Miller
Lyron D. Murphy
Noah Leif Osmann
Jaye Patricia Seif
Paige Shank
Tabitha Smith
Jason Isaac Spradlin
Micah Alexander Storkersen
Kailey Christine Teich
Rohit Wason
Shane Collin Wilson

Master of Arts in Teaching
Walter Lee Baker III
Shannon Bender
Madalynne A. Blandford
Patricius Glenn Carlsen
Spencer James Chowning
Dawn Michelle Colvin
Elizabeth Daniel
James Tyler Eagan
Natalie Denise Finley
Zachary Ty Fisher
Chloe Ann Frederick
Alexis Brooke Gilbert
Ellen Marie Grant
Dulcinea Gurley
Madelyn Ruth Hagan
Kamaran Holt
Jacob Sommers
Holtgrewe
Gina Nicole Iezzi
Hannah Beth Iglehart
Michael Jones Gomez
Timothy Andrew Kellner
Marenzie Ann Kuhns
Chad Lanzon
Christopher Marks
Malakai McCabe
Cynthia Dawn McCord
Megan Myers McKinney
Janelle McMillen
Chelsea Miller
Heather Michelle Miller
Lyron D. Murphy
Noah Leif Osmann
Jaye Patricia Seif
Paige Shank
Tabitha Smith
Jason Isaac Spradlin
Micah Alexander Storkersen
Kailey Christine Teich
Rohit Wason
Shane Collin Wilson

Master of Education
Madison Ely Akins-Banman
Elaina Marie Barnett
Jennifer Alyse Barth
Hailey Elizabeth Bracey
Emily Paige Burns
Amber Nicole Corvin
Megan Christine Dallam
Emily Grace Donovan
Hannah Nicole Floyd-Hale
Ethan Andrew Galloway
Cadence Naties Gazo
Jessica Rose Gieske
Constance Jacqueline Green
Mary Danielle Hawkins
Hannah Kristine Heitz
Rachel R. Huff
Emma E. Hux
Erica Ann Jenkins
Grace Guidi Johnson
Hannah Keenan
Caroline Virginia Ketron
Haley Noel Kirchner
Isabelle Zoe Knapp
Christina Marie Ligibel
Madison Jean Malloy
Daniel M. McCarthy
Jennifer Shain
Kendall Perry Shook
Valentina Stanley
Brittany Anne Stanton
Emily Ann Stuber
Lucy Estelle Torpey
Sarah Jewell Vititow
Ashley Wells
Haylee Nicole Wernert
Samantha Leigh Wilkinson
Cassidy M. Williams
Emily Nicole Wiseheart
Emily Marissa Yellina

Master of Science
Iman Alaoum
Pamela Armstrong
Hannah Bailey
Joshua Andrew Ballard
Laura Mariel Barito
Derek Lee Berry
Rachel Evelina Bilenki
Chase Dustin Brown
Brandon Michael Burke
Franklin Michael Butler
Shannon Helena Cammack
John Edward Campbell
Dominique Cavanaugh
Brianna T. Coffey
Ashley Lynne Colborn
Markiesha Andrea Crawford
Austin Michael Creed
Amber Michelle Cundiff
Diana J. Curran
Paul William Dietzel
Gage James Fiorentino
Veronica L. Fitzgerald
Bethany Rose Fomby
Joshua Aaron Franklin
Tommie Lee Fulp
Destin Anthony Gilbert
Bhavik Rajnikant Gohil
Matthew Michael Golitko

Deanna Owens
Valeria Pabon
Jenna Ashlyn Price
Samantha Jill Reaguer
Jennifer Shain
Kendall Perry Shook
Valentina Stanley
Brittany Anne Stanton
Emily Ann Stuber
Lucy Estelle Torpey
Sarah Jewell Vititow
Ashley Wells
Haylee Nicole Wernert
Samantha Leigh Wilkinson
Cassidy M. Williams
Emily Nicole Wiseheart
Emily Marissa Yellina
Cortney VanLiew
Darrin Wendel Tullis
Amy Kathleen Tesky
Nathan Teixeira
Seth Thompson Tatum
Brittany Michelle Snook
Kendall Brooke Smith
Cameron Christopher
Ian Bradley Shidlofsky
Micaela Elizabeth
Vanessa Lee Schell
Jackson Lee Schade
Justin Nyhart Rogers
Michael Patrick Rogan
Nickgene Rios-
Natasha Riedel-Stoeltje
Steven Quigley
Scott James Price
Brett Michael Piotti
Devin Devonte Payne
Mairead Martin
Carley Anne Lowe
Daniel Jordan Long
Carley Anne Lowe
Brenda Lee Marshall
Mairead Martin
Jack Mathew
Thomas Augustine
Jonathan Aaron Moody
Amy Moore
Mary Margaret Morrissey
Ari Dion Norton
Jennifer Nuances
Devon Devonte Payne
Bret Michael Piotti
Adam Joseph Pillow
Blair Potter
Romin D. Pousson
Scott James Price
Steven Quigley
Natasha Riedel-Stoeltje
Nickgene Rios-
Rodriguez
Michael Patrick Rogan
Justin Nyhart Rogers
Jackson Lee Schade
Vanessa Lee Schell
Micaela Elizabeth
Serrano
Ian Bradley Shidlofsky
Cameron Christopher
Short
Kendall Brooke Smith
Brittany Michelle Snook
Seth Thompson Tatum
Nathan Teixeira
Amy Kathleen Tesky
Darrin Wendel Tullis
Cortney VanLiew
Keri Denise Vittitow
Cundiff
Patricia Evelyn Ward
Joseph Peter Wellwood
Keith Adam Whipple
James Ronald Williams
Biena Nichelle Wilson
Thomas Jason Wrinkle
Benjamin J. Wyvern
Alexandria Yang
Sergio Alejandro
Salguero Castaneda
Marija Sasek-Bautista
Ragille Jaquan Sims
Kyle A. Surridge
Blake Anthony Tallon-
Williams
Ian Thomas Weimer
Amber Yocum

Specialist in
Education
Savanna Brook Brumley
Trevor Lars Collinsworth
Fahryn Rose Crenshaw
Teresa Devenuto
Joseph D. Gamsky
Lindsey Nicole Gilpin
Danielle Hamilton
Cristine Elizabeth
McMahan
Lisa Pendola
Hans Probst
Kevin States

Bachelor of
Science
Brooke Lindsey Aabel
Nooralhuda A. Abd
Samuel Thomas
Ackerman
SomidiPupo Ajagbe
Zach David Alexander
Raymond Allen III
Charlotte Anne Almond
Kristen Taylor Amos
Tyler Anderson
Sarah Kathryn Arvidson
Madison Rylee Austin
Drew Alan Bailey
Shelby Elizabeth Baird
Jordyn Paige Beam
Lexie Wynn Beauchamp
Katelyn Rose Becker
Michael Patrick Beiting
Christopher Houston
Benge
Ravi M. Bikhra
Tyler Andrew Bivins
Rebecca Boedewig
Hayden Scott Bond
Mary Thomasina Bonza
Adam Boren
Drew Harris Brenowitz
Emily Louise Bridges
Samuel James Brinkman
Rileigh Hollis Brooks
Hannah Rose Brown
Maria Lanette Brown
Audrey Ann Browning
Ella M. Brownstein
Tanner Daniel
Bruttomesso
Talitha Shecaniah Bryant
Katherine Christina
Buckley
Makayla Burky
Rachel Irene Burns
Caitlyn Alise Byrd
Deseree Byrd
Elisha Adonnice
Calhoun
David Spencer
Carruthers
Dillon Matthew
Carson

Graduate
Certificate in
Health Professions
Education
Meghan Brennan
Christopher Cheatwood
Amanda Corrine Farris
Lauren Faye Joseph
Gustavo Machado
Santaella
Midaya Marshall
Julia Springate Spalding
Sarah Wooldridge

Graduate
Certificate in
Organizational Change in Higher Education
Deryck Craig Adriano
Steven W. Fleming
William Randolph Hale II
Seth Richard Hartmann
Michelle Erin Hauprich
Christopher Dennis
L'Heureux
Jessica Elizabeth Little
Nelson Magdiel Marquez
Fuentes
Collin Melton
Shay Patton

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Commencement Symbols and Traditions

University commencement ceremonies are important symbols of the continuity of university education and the traditions that underlie this education. Participants will notice at least three unique qualities to the University’s commencement—the mace, the regalia, and the processions.

The Mace

The mace has an ancient history as a symbol of authority. Originally it was a weapon of offense, made of iron and capable of breaking armor. It was a giant club which came to be associated with brave men who fought to protect the king’s person. Maces were borne by sergeants-at-arms to protect Phillip II of France and Richard I of England.

The use of maces for civic purposes began about the middle of the thirteenth century. By the sixteenth century they were covered with silver and used by several cities. In 1649, the House of Commons obtained a mace and in 1756, a silver mace was made for the Colony of South Carolina, which is still used in the state capitol of Columbia. As a symbol of authority, the mace usually has arms engraved on or near the top and these or a cross may be protected by a coronet or arched crown.

In commencement processions, the mace is carried in before the president or chancellor and the dignitaries composing the platform party. Along with historic and colorful costumes, flags, and regalia of office, it stands for order and authority.

In the fall of 1966, the University of Louisville commissioned John Prangnell, sculptor and assistant professor of Fine Arts, to prepare a university mace. Prangnell’s approach was to avoid the standard format used for such maces and to develop an instrument to convey the University’s involvement with the future. The result is a gold-plated mace, the head of which maintains free-flowing upswept lines with a number of indentations and inserts, one of them cherry wood, to symbolize the uncertainties and the hidden beauties of the future and higher education’s part in it. The mace is therefore a piece of modern symbolic art rather than a replica of standard medieval forms. The mace was accepted by the UofL Board of Trustees on June 11, 1967.

The Academic Regalia

The tradition of gowns and hoods being worn as academic regalia at graduation ceremonies stems from a distinctive style of academic dress that emerged in the first universities in Europe in the twelfth century. The style was influenced by the fact that masters and scholars at that time were usually members of the clergy. For example, in 1222 at the Council of Oxford, the Archbishop of Canterbury ordered English clerics to wear the Cappa clausa - a closed, flowing gown based on a lay fashion of the period. As a result, this garment came to be regarded as academic dress for university masters who, as clerics, wore it. Later, when the clergy neglected the rule in general, the garment was recognized as an exclusively academic one.

The pileus, a common headdress of medieval laymen, was adopted by the Church at the Synod of Bergamo (1311) and became typical headwear at the universities. The caps and tams worn by faculty are a direct descendant of the pileus. The pileus quadratus, or square cap, is today’s mortarboard worn by most graduates.

The hood as an academic vestment originated from the cowl worn by monks in the Middle Ages as protection against inclement European weather. It was worn over a short cape known as a tippet, and had a tail, known as a liripipe, which was used to pull the hood over the head and wrapped around the throat to keep the hood in place. Today the tippet remains as part of the hood and, although the hood is never worn on the head, the liripipe is retained as the funnel-shaped hood.

The tradition of wearing the hood hanging down the back is said to be derived from the practice of medieval monks, many of whom were solicitors in the King’s Court, who used the bag-like hanging hood as a “contribution bowl” for clients and well wishers. Early scholars used the hood to collect the fees for lectures.

Colors have long been significant in denoting different academic disciplines and, more recently, levels of scholastic achievement. Standard gowns of different shape, length and sleeve design indicate the degrees of Bachelor, Master and Doctor. The robes of the President, Provost, Chair of the Board of Trustees, and Grand Marshal represent the office, not the degree.
Hoods and Tassels
The distinctive colors in the hoods and the tassels of the caps accord with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiology</td>
<td>Spruce Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sciences</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tassels on the caps of the seniors indicate by this table the nature of their degrees. In the hoods of the faculty and guests, the color of the border indicates the type of degree, while the lining of the hood shows colors of the university which bestowed the degree.

Banners
The school and college banners display the colors of the academic units. The red and black border represents the University and the diagonal stripes display the following colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>White and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Human Development</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health and Information Sciences</td>
<td>Salmon Pink and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Orange and Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Golden Key International Honour Society
The blue and gold honor cords are worn by members of the Golden Key National Honour Society. Students are from all schools and colleges of the University of Louisville.

Mortar Board National Honor Society
Mortar Board is a national college honor society which recognizes seniors for distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service. Mortar Board members wear silver and gold cords.

Tau Sigma National Honor Society
Tau Sigma is the national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma members wear burgundy cords.

Students Graduating With Honors
Students graduating with honors are identified by honor cords. Students graduating Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and red cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a red cord; and students graduating Cum Laude wear a gold cord.
Alma Mater & Alumni Song

We thy sons and daughters stand,
To sing thy highest praise,
With deepest rev’rence in our hearts,
For these our college days.
Thy honor true we all defend,
‘Tis known we love thee well.
Our thoughts for years to come will be
Of thee, our UofL.
Now our thoughts go back to you,
Our Alma Mater dear,
To days gone by with friends we loved
Now scattered far and near
On shaded walks and campus green,
Your sons and daughters true,
With voices raised and spirits high
Sing loud their praise to you.